


John F. Holt, class of '47 

speaks from experience when he s a y s  . * "Expan ing research 
and product development at U. S. Steel mean 

Â ft 

more opportunities for qualified engineers" 

INCE 1952, John F. Holt has been 
A s s i s t a n t  Superintendent of the Coke 
and Coal Chemicals Department at 
United States Steel's new Fairless 
Works in Morrisville, Pa. He started 
working at  U.S. Steel-as a trainee-in 
1947. That s a lot of progress in just five 
years. For in his present position, John 
is responsible for both the quality and 
the quantity of all coal chemicals pro- 
duced at the Fairless Works - about 
3,500,000 gallons of light oils per year. 
190 hourly employees and 25 super- 
visory personnel report to him. 

But John's case of rapid advance- 
ment is not unusual. U.S. Steel has 
always placed great emphasis upon its 
management training programs and 
has provided the kind of training that 
enables ambitious young engineers to 

take over responsible positions within a wav into these new areas of industry." 
comparative1 y short time. If you are interested in a challenging 

As one example, John feels that the and rewarding career w i t h  United 
opportunities in his own department States Steel and feel that you can qual- 
are very promising at  this time. He ifv, you can obtain further information 
says. "Many important new concepts of from your college placement director. 
modernization and expansion in such Or we will gladly send you our in- 
fields as the carbonization of coal and formative booklet, "Paths of Opportun- 
synthetic products are coming up every ity," upon request Just write to United 
day pointing the way to extensive fu- States Steel Corporation, Personnel 
ture developments. Well-trained engi- Division, Room 1622, 525 William Penn 
neers will be in a position to lead the Place, Pittsburgh 30. Pa. 

SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It's a full hour TV program 
presented everv other week bv United States Steel. Consult your local 
newspaper for time and station. 
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STORY TELLER... 

Finding the origin of gages is as difficult as enumer- 
ating the types pf service for which they are used. But 
all types of gages have one thing in common. . . they 
tell a story. They indicate what's going on in inacces- 
sible areas . . . or measure things you cannot see. 

Whether actuated by physical force, electrical im- 
pulse or mechanical means . . . whether fixed or port- 
able . . . gages are indispensable to modem civiliza- 
tion. They measure the potential of power or pressure 
. . . the degree of heat . . . the force, flow or level of 
liquids or gases . . . the strength of solids. 

MASTER O F  MYSTERY*.. 

In industry, gages have replaced guesses. Physicists, 
designers, chemists, metallurgists, mechanical and 
electrical engineers, and a host of technicians and 
craftsmen have sired this scientific servant . . . to 
work in power and processing plants, in mines and 
nulls, on highways and skyways, on and under water. 

A gage never works alone. Only when it has a point 
of contact can it function. And minds, too, must have 
a point of contact that will render the behind-the- 
scene reports of industry's status. Here, in America, 
that function is fulfilled in our all-seeing, all-hearing 
and reporting Inter-Communications System. 

THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... 

Complete communication is the function, the unique 
contribution of the American business press . . . a 
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great group of specially edited magazines devoted to 
the specialized work areas of men who want to man- 
age better, research better, sell better, buy better. 

COMMUNICATION I S  OUR BUSINESS*.. 

Many of the textbooks in which you are now studying 
the fundamentals of your specialty bear the McGraw- 
Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the world's largest 
publisher of scientific and technical works. 

After you leave school, you will want to keep 
abreast of developments in your chosen profession. 
Then one of McGraw-Hill's many business magazines 
will provide current information that will help you 
in your job. 

PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 
330 WEST 42nd STREET @ NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL A N D  BUSINESS I N F O R M A T I O N  
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Few he 

IN 1941, EDWARD E. CLARK WAS A JUN- 
IOR AERODYNAMICIST. SINCE 1951, HE 
HAS BEEN MANAGER OF THE AERODY- 
NAMICS DEPARTMENT. Opportunity awaits 
YOU during the next decade at  Martin. 

IN 1940, HERMAN PUSIN WAS A STRESS 
ANALYST. SINCE 1950, HE HAS BEEN 
MANAGER OF THE STRUCTURES DE- 
PARTMENT. Opportunity awaits YOU during 
the next decade at  Martin. 

I ENGINEER . . . at  Martin, where progress toward responsibility is con- 
sidered as important as development of specialized skills. 

YOUR OWN I You'll be assigned challenging work from the beginning- 

CAREER and encouraged to build your own career in an accelerated 

I dual program for technical and administrative growth. At 
Martin, each engineer is an individual with a recognized 
personal goal. 

I 
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IN 1943, JAMES H. BENNETT, JR. WAS A 
JUNIOR ENGINEER. SINCE 1953, HE HAS 
BEEN MANAGER OF THE ELECTRO- 
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. Opportu- 
nity awaits YOU during the next decade at  
Martin. 

IN 1942, WELCOME W. BENDER WAS A 
VIBRATION ANALYST. SINCE 1952, HE 
HAS BEEN MANAGER OF THE ELEC- 
TRONICS DEPARTMENT. Opportunity 
awaits YOU during the next decade at  Martin. 

Current position vacancies in Engineering at 
The Glenn L Martin Co. include the listings be- 

I 
/ow. This yew's candidates for AE, ME. EE and 1 
CE degrees are especially invited to apply. 1 

Aerodynamics Propulsion 1 RITE 

Airframes and Structures Electronics 
1 AT ONCE 
I t 0 

Control Systems Mechanical Design 1 JOHN M. HOLLYDAY 
Armament Thermodynamics 1 P.O. BOX 988 

Nuclear Instrumentation 1 
I 

Hydrodynamics Dynamics ' B A L T J M O R E .  M A R Y L A N O  

Servo Mechanisms Electrical 
I 
I 
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A W H I R L P O O L  SPIRALS into the inlet of a model pump. This unique picture shows 
how air, a common cause of pumping trouble, was carried into the pump in . . . 

The Case of the Baffled Whirlpool 
Some time ago, the report reached us that two 

Worthington vertical turbine pilmps inqtalled by one 
of our c~~stomers weren't working right. They deliv- 
ered plenty of water, but vibrated badly and burned 
out bearings. 

The ci~?tomer asked us to find the trouble faqt. 
After checking we knew the pumps were okay, so 
Worthington Research had to answer him. 

First thing we did was build a one-tenth scale 
model of the customer's installation. The photo 
show5 what happened when we started pumping. 

A whirlpool immediately formed between the water 
wrface and the pump inlet. Air, trapped in the whirl- 
pool and carried into the pump, was the villain in 
the caTe. 

The solution came with experimentation. A simple 
baffle arrangement in a side channel eliminated the 
whirlpool-and the troi~ble-making air. 

Chasing the gremlins from pump installations like 
this- boosting the efficiency of heat transfer in air 
conditioners, developing better seals for pumps and 
compressors-these are all in the day's work for 
Worthington's bilsy research engineers. At Worth- 
ington, research rank? right alongside engineering, 
production, and sales to develop better products for 
all industry. 

For the complete story of how you can fit into the 
Worthington picture, write F. I?. Thompson, Mgr., 
Personnel & Training, Worthington Corporation, 
Harrison, New Jersey. 4 . 2 ~  

See the Worthingfon representative when he visifs your campus 
See the Worthington 
Corporation exhibit in 
New York City. A Iively, 
informative display of 

for  industry, b&iness and 
the home. Park Avenue 
and 40th Street. 

When you're thinking of a good job-think high-think Worthington 
AIR CONDIT IONING A N D  REFRIGERATION . COMPRESSORS . CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT ENGINES DEAERATORS INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 

L IQUID  METERS MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION PUMPS STEAM CONDENSERS . STEAM-JET EJECTORS STEAM TURBINES WELDING POSITIONERS 
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**Porfrait of a Scientisi" on page 11 
13 a warzn tril~ute to one d~ztingulshed 
wan-Li~~ub I'duiing, Lha~rinari of Gal- 
tech'* D i ~ i s ~ o n  of C h ~ ~ n z ? t ~ j  dnd chenl- 
i( a1 Engineering--b~ allother-- George 
W. Bmdle, Chairman of ('alte(b11'a Dii- 
ision of thr Biolog~cai S(die~iees. . . . 
"Some Like it t old" (1). 13) 15 a re- 
post l ~ y  Dr. Dan ( .ain~~l~i~II,  C,altech 
Professor of I m i r i ~ ~ n o c I ~ f ~ m i ~ t r ~ ,  on 
stud~es of 4rctie animal>, m d  theu 
hear~ng on problenis of ~ I ~ I I I ~ I I  si~rbi\ 41 

of ~~rological ~)1ij~iologist-\~liic11, it 
swnls to  nir, 13 ct%act1j what a perbon 
ought to I)<% t < ~  wo~~dtv  &out Me on 
kla~s." That's just t% h'it Salidmr) dot > 

wonde~ ahotit 111 h ~ .  article on page 
28- 111 a I~re t t j  pr(~to<ati \ t ,  ha]. too. 
Frank S ~ I J ) U ~ J  i~ teat hiug at I'on~ona 
ihit 5cxar, and 1x4- acct>pted a jot) 
t-aci~ing plant $~h>-ioiog! at I ~ o l i ~ ~ a ( i o  
4 & h4 11mt >tsar. 
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JOIN THE TEAM THAT BUILDS THE I?-100 
North American's new F-100 Super Sabre is the supersonic result of engineering minds 
designing where opportunity is unlimited. The same opportunity exists for you . . . because 
North American knows your future is important to aviation's future. . . that your talent 
and training are vitally needed to help design tomorrow's aircraft. 

North American needs men with vision and a thorough technical background 
to help create and shape the new ideas which will build the advanced aircraft and 
aircraft components needed to assure America's future in the air. 

Engineers at North American also find opportunities in the expanded programs in atomic 
energy, rocket engines, advanced electro-mechanical equipment and guided missiles. When 
the time comes for you to enter the engineering profession, consider the well-paid careers 
at North American. Write for information concerning your future in the aircraft industry. 

Contact: Your college placement office or write: Employment Director, 
570 1 West Imperial Highway 122 14 South Lakewood Blvd. North American Aviation, Ince 

Los Angeles, Calif" Downey, Calif. Columbus 16, Ohio 

E N G I N E E R I N G  A H E A D  F O R  A  B E T T E R  T O M O R R O W ?  
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They're haviag a G R A D U A T  i 0 N 

It's not much more than a hop, skip vides the chance to learn and win recog- 
and jump to Commencement. And nition while working with a close-knit 
engineering seniors are getting together engineering team. 
for long talks on what they're going to And for the record, we'd like to make 
do after graduation. mention of GM's incomparable re- 
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HERCULES 

"CHEMICAL COBBLERS"-Hercule5 materiak 
help the shoe industry in many  way^ in 
their annual manufacture of more than 
500,000,000 pairs of shoe$. HercuIeq@ ni- 
trorellulose, ethyl cellulose, and resin? go 
into adhesiveq, coatings, and qtiffening 
compound?. Other HercuIe3 product3 im- 
prove the  processing of insoles, soleq, and 
heels, gi*e4 bulk and shine to polisheq. help 
treat leather, appear in molded plaqtic 
heel?, and in box toes, laceq, and tipq. 

A CAREER MORE THAN A JOB iq the phiIo?o~~hy l~ehind FIercnIeq' persnr~nel policieq. T o  
asqiqt employee3 in their efforts to attain security for themselveq and their fiirnilic-. 
Hercule~' personnel program includes a liberal vavation plan, a diqa1)ility benefit plan. 
accident and sickness insurance, a hospital-surgical J I I ~ I ~ I ,  group life i r i ~ ~ ~ r a n r e ,  am1 other 
benefitq. A coniprehen~ive personnel program is only one of several p o d  rea-om ~ + h \  
many turn to Hrrct~les for positions with a fut~lre.  

G55 3 
EXPLOSIVES, AND OTHER CHEMICAL PROCESSING MATERIALS CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR INDUSTKT 





a Â ¥  4,000,000 answers 

A few figures tell the story. 

. . . 7 years of painstaking analysis, research and design 

by engineers from nearly every field of technology. 

. . . 14,200 hours of experimental engine 

operation in test cells and in flight test. 

. . 4.000,000 individual, complex mathematical 

problems solved by electronic computers. 

As a result, Ameripa now has the world's 

most powerful production aircraft engine 

- the J-57 turbojet. Careful engineering 

development like this has made 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft the 

world's foremost designer and 

builder of aircraft engines. 

PRATT & WHITNEY 
AIRCRAFT 

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 

East Hartford 8, Connecticut 
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F A S C I E N T I S T  

A tribute 

by GEORGE W. BEADLE 

E HEAR A LOT about science and scientists 
these days. By some, scientists are believed to 

be peculiar people. Actually, scientists are merely 
people who work at science. And I want to emphasize 
the "people" part of the definition. Scientists are people. 
The) obviouslj have special aptitudes. special interests, 
and a special kind of ambition. But otherwise, like 
new cars. they come in all varieties-all sizes. all 
shapes, all colors. all creeds. and all behavioral patterns. 
And. if an observation of a colleague of mine is 
correct, they end up with an equally wide range of 
spouses. In  looking over a group of wives at a Caltech 
faculty part), he was heard t o  say, half lo himself: 

1 1 



"You know, I believe professors marry a pretty random 
sample of women." 

Scientists. like other scholars. are trained to be recep- 
tive to new ideas and to look at them objectively. Being 
human, they don't always achieve this ideal, to be sure, 
but their success in science does depend on freedom 
of inquiry. Follow the lead wherever it may take you. 
Search for the truth by every method you can devise. 
And don't be distracted. These are the credos of the 
scientist. That's why he is so insistent on his right to 
intellectual freedom-academic freedom. if he is in a 
university. 

Maximum advance in science depends on free ex- 
change of ideas. It is obvious that the chance of 
correctly fitting together the small bits of knowledge 
that are the component parts of a big advance will be 
greatest when the largest possible number of competent 
workers have access to all the amsill hits. 

This is why so many scientists worry so much about 
our security system. They are afraid it will be so tight 
that. in addition to preventing a potential enemy from 
finding out what we're doing in those ~ciences applicable 
to military uses, it w i l l  seriously slow flown our own 
progress hv retarding internal exchange of scientific 
information. 

The area of science that is subjected to "classifica- 
tion.. --that is, available onlv to persons holding appro- 
priate seciirit> clf,ararice"-- Â¥-houl he reduced to an 
abqolute rr~inirniirri. 4 great manv wieriti-'ts helievp we 
have already gone too far. especially i n  the cla~sification 
of basic science. Thev would confine classification large- 
ly to phases of science dealing uniquely with military 
technolog>. 

In addition to requiring: that persons working with 

classified information be cleared, there has been a 
widespread trend towards requiring loyalty checks of 
persons working for government or receiving govern- 
ment support, even though they have nothing to do 
with classified information. The argument sounds con- 
wincing enough. "'We don't want disloyal persons sup- 
ported by government, do we? '  Of course we don't. 
We all agree. The difficulty comes when we try to 
define loyalty. Too often a disloyal person is one who 
happens to disagree in an entirely defensible way with 
the then popular political and social views. 

What does this have to do with science? A great 
deal. To take an example. the U. S. Public Health 
Service has in thr recent past been following the 
practice of denying or terrriinating grants to universities 
in cases in which there was evidence of disloyalty on the 
part of the principal investigators. In  the PHS prac- 
tice. the reason for denial or cancellation is not given 
in individual cases. There is no statement of the charges, 
no mechanism for re-examination of evidence for errors, 
and n o  possibility of appeal. The practice is so in- 
excusably had that there now seems to be real hope that 
i t  will soon he discontiniied, 

The National Science Foundation has a much more 
rcasonahle policv. Ft holds that i t  is the responsibility 
of  the universities to which research grants are made 
lo (leterrnine whom they shall have on their fac11ltie"-. 
NSF ir~quires into the merits of the research and the 
professional competence of the scientists who do it. 
but it does not withhold grants for security or loyalty 
reasons unless an investigator has been convicted. 
through due proceqs. of a crime involving the security 
of the nation. This is a -.chnsihie policy and one that 
can be adrniniqtered fairly and ob jec~ ive l~ .  

ENGINEERING A N D  SCIENCE 



Universities do not wish to protect persons who 
are a threat to the security of the nation-it's the last 
thing in the, world they want to do. But neither do 
they want their faculty members deprived of an oppor- 
tunity to contribute to the nation's welfare on the basis 
of unsupported evidence of disloyalty or as a result of 
malicious backyard gossip. Universities have excellent 
records of doing responsible jobs in selecting faculty 
members of competence and good character. Society 
has a right to be, and should be, proud of them. 

There is no way of determining how many competent 
and loyal persons are now prevented by unreasonable 
security and loyalty clearance policies from using their 
talents to maximum advantage. In science it is surely 
a large number. The public hears only about the big- 
name cases. But for every one of these there are dozens 
or hundreds of less-well-known persons about whom 
there is allegedly derogatory information, but about 
whose loyalty there would be no reasonable doubt if 
the information were competently and fairly evaluated. 

There is another aspect of security-loyalty investiga- 
tion policies about which I want to add a word. This 
is the misuse of such investigations for political pur- 
poses. The so-called game of numbers in which one 
political party finds it advantageous to boast that it 
has been responsible for the dismissal of more security 
and loyalty risks than has its rivals, is a game so 
dangerous to the survival of the principles of fair play 
and justice in our society that it should be stopped at 
once. It is gratifying that Mr. Harry P. Gain of the 
Subversive Activities Control Board has recently publicly 
recommended this and other much needed reforms. Those 
who know his previous record will realize that his 
present views represent a marked change of heart. 
Few people are in a better position than he to know 
the facts. 

A contagious disease 

A most unfortunate consequence of over-classification 
of scientific information, inadequate or poorly admin- 
istered security clearance systems, misuse of loyalty 
checks, and failure to divorce these matters from 
politics, is the spread of suspicion and mistrust among 
us. This loss of faith in the honesty, integrity and 
character of our fellow men is a dangerous and con- 
tagious disease that weakens us at a time when it is so 
terribly important that we be strong. 

The disease is not confined, to science. It affects all 
of society and includes science only because science 
and scientists are a part of society.   hat is why I have 
insisted so strongly that scientists are people. They 
have the same hopes and aspirations-the same appre- 
hensions and fears-as do other intelligent members of 
society. They want no special privileges. The intellec- 
tual freedom of science is no different in principle from 
any other kind of intellectual freedom. It is a counter- 
part of freedom of speech, of freedom of the press 
and of freedom of religion. None of these freedoms 

should be a freedom divorced from responsibility. h o  
sensible person would claim otherwise. 

But this is enough on science and scientists in 
general. There's much I've left unsaid. I'd like to discuss 
the question of whether by itself science is good or 
bad. ( I  think it is neither, although society, including 
scientists, can surely use it for good or for evil.) I've 
skipped the important question of whether or not 
scientists should have special responsibilities in de- 
termining how society is to use science (I  believe they 
should have in so far as they have special ability and 
special knowledge-but no further.) 

What I want to do now is to discuss a subject of 
much more immediate interest-a particular scientist. 

We all know Linus Pauling is a great scientist-we've 
been told so many times. But do we all know why he is? 
I'm not going to try to give you all the reasons but 
I'd like to talk about some of them. 

If we were to set out to construct a scientist like 
Linus Pauling, what kind of a set of directions would 
we follow? 

The ingredients of greatness 

Well, first, we'd have to start with outstanding 
intellectual equipment. We can't make it-we'd have 
to see that it was inherited. Then we'd add a superior 
training. A trained intellect is no good unless it has 
interest, so we'd add that. We'd make it a passionate 
and dedicated interest and we'd direct it toward 
chemistry. Greatness in science requires discrimination 
and good judgment-the ability to distinguish the 
important from the trivial. We must also have originality 
and imagination-the ability to see the problem as it 
has never been seen before and, from the new viewpoint, 
see the way to the solution. There must be a touch 
of intuition too, along with the creative ability essential 
to see how the big picture can be built up from the 
little pieces. Finally, we'd want to put in a good-sized 
piece of industry, for a scientist cannot become great 
without work. It may not be physical work, which is 
easy, but mental work, which is much more difficult. A 
successful academic scientist has to have ambition and 
drive-the ability to generate his own steam-for there 
is no one to tell him what to do or when he should 
do it. 

But whatever are the ingredients of greatness in 
science, there can be no doubt that Linus Pauling has 
them. 

What has he done with all his talent and his time? 
Plenty, I assure you. I'll mention a very few of his 
accomplishments. 

For one thing he has spent a lot of time looking at 
the insides of molecules-figuratively, of course, since 
with even the most modern electron microscope most 
molecules are too small to be seen. He has studied 
the atoms that make up molecules-and the chemical 
bonds that hold them together. His book, The Nature 
of the Chemical Bond, is a classic. And even though 



he wrote it many years ago, it is still widely used as 
a standard reference. 

His investigations of ways in which atoms are put 
together to make molecules and crystals were made with 
relatively simple molecules and crystals. Gradually the 
methods developed were extended to larger and more 
complex molecules-even to those out of which living 
things are built. 

To a layman this may seem pretty far removed from 
the world he knows. But I assure you it is not. Pauling's 
work not only digs right down to the heart of theoretical 
chemistry but what he has accomplished is also of 
tremendous importance to all of us in practical ways. 

Let me explain with examples. Everyone knows the 
importance to man of metals and their alloys. The 
preparation of alloys has been and still is largely an 
art, not a science. Metallurgists have found useful alloys 
by mixing metals in different combinations and in vary- 
ing proportions. If they were fortunate, they got a 
good alloy. The theory of the structure of alloys was 
extremely complex mathematically until Pauling put 
his talents to simplifying it. His success in doing this 
has gone a long way toward making a true science of 
metallurgy. 

Or to get still closer to home, it has been known for a 
long long time that our bodies are made of a great 
variety of molecules, many of them so large that a single 
one of them may contain thousands of atoms-perhaps 
in some cases as many as a million. 

One category of these large molecules consists of 
proteins. Proteins come in thousands of varieties. Egg 
white is one. Each of us is unique partly because each 
of us has a combination of kinds of proteins slightly 
different from that of other individuals of our species. 
Proteins serve many important functions. One kind 
makes up the fibers of our muscles and its properties 
are responsible for movement by means of muscle 
activity. Another is essential in the oxygen-carrying 
mechanism of red blood cells. Others play an essential 
role in immunity to disease. Many of them serve as 
catalysts~nzymes-that regulate the chemical reactions 
that make up our life processes. 

Molecular structures of proteins 

Pauling's laboratory was the first to work out what 
we now believe to be correct molecular structures of 
proteins. This is an achievement that by itself has 
greatness for both chemistry and biology. 

On the basis of his knowledge of proteins, Pauling 
was the first to suggest that one of the hereditary 
anemias of man results from an alteration of hemoglobin 
molecules-the molecules that give red blood' color to 
our blood and that are involved in oxygen transport. 
By now there have been -found more than half a dozen 
hereditary anemias, all 'having the same type of ex- 
planation. They are "molecular diseases" in the sense 
that their primary cause lies in modifications of a spe- 
cific known molecule of the body. 

In response to many infections, we build antibodies 
in our blood-proteins of specific kinds that incapacitate 
disease-producing organisms or molecules. The nature 
of this inactivation, so important in our defense against 
disease, has become clearer as a result of Pauling's 
work and that of his associates. 

And finally, to get as close as science can get to the 
purpose of our meeting tonight, I want to mention 
Pauling's collaboration with the late Thomas Addis, 
with Addis' student Richard W. Lippman, and with . . 

others who have been interested in the workings of 
that marvelously complex and efficient organ, the human 
kidney. In this, Pauling has abundantly demonstrated 
how a knowledge of molecules and their interactions 
can contribute to a better understanding of the science 
and practice of medicine. 

That's a pretty inadequate account of a small part 
of what Pauling has contributed to science. I hope it 
has been sufficient to give you an understanding of why 
he is a great scientist. 

The human side 

Linus Pauling is a wonderful example of my thesis 
that scientists are human. If you know him, you know 
that a scientist doesn't have to be a recluse who shuts 
himself up in a dark lab and forgets the rest of the 
world. You will know that a scientist can be a friendly 
person with a fine sense of humor, a genuine interest 
in other people, and a deep concern about problems 
outside of science. As I said before, scientists come 
in all types. In addition to inheriting and acquiring 
that unique combination of qualities that make him 
great as a scientist, Linus Pauling possesses an array 
of additional traits that make him an all-around "great 
guy." And those of you who have been privileged to 
know his good wife Ava Helen, know he didn't make 
a random choice when he won her hand. 

I want to close by saying I regard it a great privilege 
to know and to be associated with Linus Pauline. I - 
respect him as a great scientist and an outstanding 
scholar. I deeply appreciate him as an understanding 
colleague and as a true friend. And I admire the 
courage with which he stands by his convictions even 
at times when his views may not meet with popular 
favor. 

I am proud to belong to the faculty of an institution 
with the foresight to see his greatness and the wisdom 
to give its development full freedom. I am proud that 
Caltech has a president who knows the true meaning 
of academic freedom and who has the courage to 
speak and act accordingly. I contrast our good fortune 
with the lot of a certain few of our sister universities 
whose presidents belie by their acts the fine-sounding 
words of their public utterances. I am grateful for a 
Board of Trustees that has not succumbed to the disease 
of mistrust and suspicion that could so easily under- 
mine their faith in the wisdom of academic freedom 
and the rightness of liberal decency. 
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N O T E S  F R O M  

A R O U N D  T H E  W O R L D  

by LINUS PAULING 

L INUS PAULING, chairman of Caltech's Division 
of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, returned 

last month from a three-month trip around the world 
with Mrs. Pauling. The trip began in December, when 
the Paulings flew to Stockholm, where Dr. Pauling 
received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 1954. 

The Paulings spent two weeks in Sweden and Nor- 
way, a week in Israel, six weeks in India, a few days 
in Thailand, and three -weeks in Japan. 

In Israel they visited the Weizmann Research Institute, 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem, the Technion (Insti- 
tute of Technology) in Haifa, and the potash plant at 
Sodom on the Dead Sea. They spent Christmas Eve 
in Bethlehem-the customary complications in crossing 
the border from Israel "to Jordan having been simplified 
somewhat to make this pilgrimage possible. 

In India the Paulings were the guests of the Indian 
Government and the Indian Science Congress- Associa- 
tion. Dr. Pauling gave three addresses at the Congress, 
which was held in Baroda during the first week of 
January. He and Mrs. Pauling also visited several of 

T HE NOBEL CEREMONY in Stockholm was very 
impressive; I think that it must be one of the most 

impressive ceremonies held in the modern world. 
The ceremonies began on Thursday, December 9, 

with a reception held by His Excellency the Royal High 
Chamberlain of Sweden, who is President of the Nobel 
Foundation. This was followed by a formal dinner held 
by the Secretary of the Swedish Academy. 

On Friday the Nobel awards were made, by King 
Gustav Adolph, in the Concert Hall in Stockholm. 
Following this ceremony there was the Nobel Dinner 

the leading Indian universities and research institutes, 
including the new National Physical Laboratory in 
New Delhi, the National Chemical Laboratory in Poona, 
the National Road Research Institute in New Delhi, 
and the National Glass and Ceramics Research Institute 
in Calcutta. 

During their three weeks in Japan the Paulings 
visited Tokyo University, Kyoto University, Osaka Uni- 
versity, and a number of industrial plants. In Tokyo 
and Kyoto, Dr. ~ a u l i h g  gave public lectures, which 
were translated into Japanese, on the subject of the 
hemoglobin molecule in health and disease. The lectures 
were sponsored by the Asahi Press, publishers of a 
leading Japanese newspaper. 

Although Dr. Pauling delivered more than fifty 
lectures on his trip, he and Mrs. Pauling still found 
time to see such sights as the Taj Mahal, the caves 
at Ajanta and Ellora, Elephanta, the burning ghats and 
temples in Benares, and the temples at Nara, Japan. 

Some of Dr. Pauling's own notes and observations 
on the trip follow: 

in the Gold Room of 'the Stockholm City Hall. A toast 
to the Nobel Laureates was proposed by the King. Each 
of the Laureates made a speech of appreciation. The 
guests then moved to the Blue Room, where a torch- 
light procession was held by the university students 
of Sweden. I had the honor of having been selected 
by the Nobel Laureates to give the response to the 
students for the whole group (page 17). 

On Saturday afternoon I presented iriy Nobel lecture. 
In the evening we were guests of the King and Queen 
at dinner in the' royal palace. ;* 
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The visit to Stockholm ended with a large reception 
held in the 4merican Embassy. on Monday. 

Sweden is an impressive country. Sweden has a 
policy of making no alliances in peacetime and of 
remaining neutral in wars. Sweden has not been in a 
war for I W  years. The feeling of the Swedes is that 
they do not wish to risk the destruction of their country 
for no p o d  purpose. The Swedish refusal to join 
NATO does not mean that the Swedes are pro-Run" qcian : 
I think that they are to be classed among the non- 
extremist nations, together with India. Many Japanese, 
probably the majority. would also like to see Japan 
in this class. 

Thp unwillingness of the Swedes to become involved 
in foreign entanglements expresses itself in many ways. 
I was made aware of one of these. when I stated that 
I should like to leave Gome of my Nobel Prize money 
in Swedish investments---it seemed only proper to me 
that I should do this, since the Nobel Foundation is a 
Swedish Foundation. I was told, however, that it is 
against the law for me to do this-that the only way 
in which it might he done would be with special per- 
mission of thr Swedish government. The reason is that 
the Swedes do not want to have some other country 
interfering in Swedish affairs in order to protect the 
investments of its nationals. 

A visit with Nehru 

Of the men whom I met on this trip I was most 
impressed by Premier Nehru of India. My wife and [ 

had dinner with him. and heard him give three public 
,'K^res<e~. Uthough he is the head of a great nation. 
he did not read his speeches from a manuscript. but 
-spoke without note's. It was evident that he had thought 
deeply about the problem that lie uaq discussing. so 
deeply that it was not necessary for him to refresh his 
memory with notes or to use a manuscript in order to 
express hi5 opinions accurately. He gave me the im- 
prcssion of having great mental powers, excellent jiidg 
merit, and romplete Â¥sincerity In rny opinion Nehru is 
one of the greatest men in the world. and I think that 
future historians may well give him a major share of 
the credit for avoiding a third world war. 

Nehru said that India"? approach to peace is a posi- 
tive, constructive approach, not a passive. negative. 
neutral approach. He expressed himself as being dic- 
turbed by the kind of strong language that statesmen 
now use. He said that if you seek peace you cannot go 
f a r  i n  your search through warlike methods: you must 
be peaceful in your approach. He said that various 
countries. including also the Soviet Union. are obviously 
interested in finding ways out of the tangle of the 
Formosa problem and other problems. and in finding 
some way for a peaceful solution through conferences 
and diplomatic approaches. 

Nehru said that both Britain and India are proud 
of the way in which the problem of the freedom of 
India was settled. This peareful settlement of the 

problem has changed the hostility of the two peoples 
into friendship. 

4 similar peaceful solution of the Ponclicherry prob- 
lem was also reached. The French withdrew from 
Pondicherrv. which is now a part of India. This action 
haÃ resulted in increased god   relation.^ between France 
and India. 

The situation between Portugal and India ig an 
unpleasant one. but Nehru ha" stated that India has 
no intention of using force in resolving it. 

Nehru feels strongly that Red China should be ad- 
mitted to the United Nations. He ha= pointed out that 
it is very odd for the United Nations not to recognize 
the existence of this major country, Red China. He 
has said that i t  is unreal to have a so-called representa- 
tive of China in the United Nations who has nothing 
to do with the real China. 

The Indian (Tovernment and people seern to he 
making great progress in improving conditions in India. 
I rould see how rapid the progress is in science and 
technology. My wife and I visited some of the villages, 
and found the villagers to show great enthusiasm for 
the village improvement projects. In one village that 
we visited. which can he reached only by bullock cart 
or jeep (we traveled by jeep), the villagers had just 
completed construction of a small town meeting place. 
the first community project that they had ever carried 
out. They will be reimbursed by the Government for 
half of the cost of this building. They took advantage 
of our visit to ask my wife to lay the cornerstone of a 
schoolhouse-the first school in this village. In addition 
to the Government of India and local private agencies. 
such as the Mrs. Ghandi Fund. the Ford Foundation 
has beeti rnaking 'sigriificnnt rontrihutioris to the pro- 
gram of village improvement. I found that the Indian 
people were deeply appreciative of the efforts of the 
Ford Foundation i n  their behalf. 

Politics in Japan 

The occurrence of national elections during our stay 
in Japan provided the opportunity for us to obtain a 
deeper insight into the feelings of the Japanese people 
about political question': than we had had before. The 
nature of the Japanese Government is determined by 
the membership of the House of Representatives. The 
four leading parties are the Liberals, the Democrats, 
the Right Socialists and the Left Socialists. The Liberals 
got 26 percent of the seats. the Democrat^ 10 percent. 
and the two Socialist parties. which are closely Gmilar 
in their policies. 3% percent. 

The two principal questions determining the balloting 
were the attitude toward Russia and Red China and the 
question of rearmament of Japan. Al l  of the parties 
except the Liberals included in their platforms a 
promise to resume normal diplomatic relations with 
Russia and to develop trade with Russia and Red China. 
The 74 percent majority for these parties reflects the 
popular support of this proposal. 
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0 S T U D E N T S  
Response by Linus Pauling, as, spokes- 

man for  (111 l\obet Laureates, to the uni- 
ver~ity students of Sweden, holding a 
torchlight procession in the Blue Room of 
the Stockholm C i t y  Hall, on December 
10, 1954. 

h u n g  men and women: 
On behalf of my colleagues, as well 

as myself. I thank you for your kind 
demonstration of friendi-hip and respect. 

I am reminded of iny own students in 
California. They are much like you-I 
have observed that students. young people, 
are much the same all over the world-- 
and that scientists are the same. There is 
a world-wide brotherhood of youth and 
science. 

Perhaps. as one of the older generation. 
1 should preach a little sermon to you. 
but I do not propose to do so. I shall. 
instead. give you a word of advice about 
how to behave toward your elders. 

When an old and distinguished person 
speaks to you. libten to him carefully and 
with respect-but do not believe him. 
Never put your trust in  anything but your 
own intellect. Your elder. no matter 
whether he has gray hair or has lost his 
hair, no matter whether he is a Nobel 

Laureate. r l tay  be u'ruig. The woild pro- 
gresses. }ear by year. centur} by century. 
as the members of the younger generation 
find out what was wrong among the things 
that tlieir elders said. So you n i u ~ t  always 
be skeptical-always think for  yourself. 

There are. of course, exceptional circum- 
stances : when 5 0 1 1  are taking an exarnina- 
tion. it is smart to answer the questions 
not 11) saying what }ou think is right, 
but rather what you think the professor 
thinks is right. Arrhenius discovered that 
there is danger in being too original in 
oneas Doctor's thezis. 

You will have some great problems to 
s o l v e t h e  greatest of all ii- the problem 
of war and peace. I believe that this prob- 
lei11 has been solved. by the hydrogen 
bo:.:l)- that there will never again be a 
world war-the knowledge that a world 
\var would mean wor ld -~ ide  destruction. 
perhaps the end of c*ivilization, will surely 
1 0  lead to permanent peace. 

But it is your generation that will have 
the job of working out the means of 
preventing disaster; by developing safe- 
guards against paranoiac demagogues who 
might make nations rabid; you will have 
this great job to do- -and I am confident 
that you can do it. 

This popular support is the result of the rather poor 
economic situation in Japan. where there is considerable 
unemployment. The condition was expressed by a speaker 
before the American-Japan Society in Tokyo in the 
words: "While Americans can be expected to defend 
their prosperous way of life. many Japanese do not 
know when their next meal is corning." 

The other question. that of rearmament. is one about 
thicli many of the Japanese people whom I met have 
strong feelings. Although the Japanese constitution does 
not permit rearmament. a significant amount of re- 
armament has been brought about in Japan. Marly 
people consider that this action is unconstitutional. and 
a move has been made to amend the constitution, which 
would require a two-thirds vote of the House of Repre- 
sentati\ea. The Liberals and Democrats supported this 
move. but  it has been blocked hy the w t e  of the people. 
since more than one third of the elected represeiitati\e~ 
(the two Socialist parties) are opposed to it. 

The caliber of the scientific and technical people 
I Japan is v e r ~  high. The qualit) of work done is 
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excellent. but Japanese scientists are handicapped by 
lack of financial support in the uni\ersities. which is 
a result of the poor economic i-onditior~ of the country 
as a whole. 

The uiiiversities. which are supported by the national 
Government. do not have large enough budgets to meet 
the need for higher education in Jspan. During our 
stay there the entrance examinations were held. About 
ten iimes as many students took the examinations as 
could be admitted. Several professors spoke to me about 
their concern over the fact that a large number of 
thoroughly qualified students had to he denied adinissior~ 
to the universities. The same problem wits discussed in 
the letters columns and on the editorial pages of the 
newspapers. The interest of Japanese people in science 
is indicated b) the fact that at ewh  of my lectures in 
Japan. held in auditoriunis ~ i t h  400 to 600 seats. hurl- 
ireds of people were turned away, and okercrov~ ding 
in the auditorium was i-o great in two cases as to cause 
frome of the seats to be broken because of pressure from 
people trying to force their waj in. 



Dr. Campbell checks on two hibernating Arctic ground squirrels 

S O M E  L I K E  I T  C 

By studying how Arctic animals adapt 

themselves to cold, we are making a start 

towards solving problems dealing with 

hian's survival in the Arctic. 

by DAN H .  CAMPBELL 

A BOUT EIGHT YEARS ACO the Office of Naval 
Research initiated a prograrn to stimulate research 

in the Arctic and  on Arctic problem". h y  supplying 
facilities at Point Barrow. Alaska. Group" from several 
universities immediately became interested and began 
a variety of investigation? which included everything 
from abstinence and acclimatization to zoography. From 
modest facilities which consisted of two small Ouonset 
huts. and a few test tubes and  thermometers in 1947. 
the equipment developed into a morlerri laboratory 
which comfortably accommodated about thirty research 
workers and contained all of the essential supplies, 
apparatus  and services f o r  biological. physical and 
chemical research. 

Caltech became one of the early participants in thi" 
program when I waq g i v ~ r i  a grant bv the ONR to  
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investigate possible chdiige: that might occur in ihe 
chernicdl and ph!:iedl prupeitics of l~ lood dud in the 
irnniur~itj re-ponies of dninials and man under condi- 
tions of 4rctic --tre-3. The first trip to the Point Harrow 
Jaboi-dtt)I"} ms- made edrh in 1948. J\diaj Air 'rra11?11ort 
supplied ~ ran~por t a t ion  d- ta r  as hodiak Island. and 
then it \\as lle(:thdf) to "hitch-hiki * -  plane rides to 
Fairbanks-. 4i thir j)oini. d ha".\ contract cominercidl 
plane +u]~pl ied  transportation lo Point Barrow. The air  
route "through*' the Brook: mountain range via AnaL- 
1u1uk Pas-;. was extreinel) s-pectacular but raihcr dis- 
iuibing. owing to the clo:ene:: of C J I I ~ O I I  walls. 

Getting under w a y  

The crowded yuart,ei\- and lack of supplies at the 
I dl~or.itoq f ~ r e \  ented any 4pnificant research acconi- 
j~lishments during this initial period of orientation. 
Howeker. a cledi idea obtdined ttith r e p r d  to 
laboratorj need5 and the prohlern: that could be 
studied under these; (unditions. 

One of the niost interesting problems itiiolved the 
chenlical and f>hj:iological changes which occur in 
the common Arctic ground squirrel during its active 
and hibernating states. There dnirndls liave a remarkable 
mechanibm which enables them to sur\ixe the Ion-; 
Arctic winters b j  going into d state of "=u!i~)ended 
animation." When the winter sets in. they enter their 
burrows and go to sleep. The hod? tenlperature fall- 
to about OO(,'. and is maintained at this point until 
spring. Some observers- have rtated that if the 1>o& 
temperature falls much lower. a hibernating animal will 
partially awaken and shiver until the body temperature 
ris-es to around 0 Â ° C :  then irnmediatelj go back to bleep. 

The mechanism of hibernation 

To date, no information has been obtained as to the 
factors imo l \ ed  hi regulating the mechanism of 
hibernation. If the mechanism is determined. one can 
*peculate on the po:sibiIity of .ipplication to human: 
during surgery, for instance. Hotter er. during the next 
few year- in vhich reseairh Via3 carried on at Point 
Barrow, several interesting facts came to light regarding 
the ph\:iology and Llood chemistry of these animals. 

'or example. it \+as found that the circulation of 
blood was praciicallj nil and hedrt heat: rould hard))  
be detected. even with d :tethu-cope. Respiration was 
so shallow and at -uch I o n g i n t e r \ a l ~  (one or two 
times a minli~e) a- to bc alnlu-t nowexistent. A: mighi 
be expected, inetabolirni dppin'entI> reached an ex- 
tremely low rate. Animal: ~sh ich  had been immunized 
during the pre-hiherlidtion period contained circulating 
antibod> proteir~ when the) ram? out of hibernation. 
Such proteins c i i  appear a;- d result of immunization 
I vaccination) u ~ u a l l )  disappear within a few weeks 
dfter thc 1aqt in~munizdtion "-hot." 

Another hiterestingfindinp \+as thai the normal blood 
coagulation ~nechd~iisni w d ?  i1ra:ticall) changed. -o that. 

111-tead uf clotting within a f m  minutes after removal 
krom the bod). it took man} hours, dnd in some case3 
failed to riot completely eten afler -tdlldiIIg for several 
iiaj:. 411 andljsi;- of serurlis for their plasrna protein 
rompos-ition showed that the total concentration in- 
creased during hibernation and that relative concentra- 
tion* of the various component- changed. Also new 
protein component: appealed which uere not present 
in serum taken from actiie ariimals. 

"Cold stress" 

Because of the rigois of 4rciiv co~~dition:. it was 
impossible to car11 on a ~ u ~ t d i n c d  program- so thai after 
the second year rebearch was done iiitermi~tently at 
interval: of several inonthe. and finally mo\ed entirely 
to the (:dltech cainpiis. These st~jdie: diiring the part 
few )ear;- have concentrated on the effect of "cold 

.* 
-tre?a on the common laboratory rabbit with respect 
to chaiige: in blood ~*Iieinirtrj. antibody response to 
inimunization. and the rate of formation and decay of 
1)lood plasma proteins. 

Normal >oung rabbits hdve been placed in cold 
rooms at about .'52'F and their "coati-" removed grad- 
ually o ier  a peiiod of abollt a week 11) :hd\iiig off 
their fur. After about a month under these condition: 
it was found thai such rabbits Mere dcti\c and healthy 
and gained more weight than control group main- 
tained under normal condition;-. 

One of the most significant findin? was that the 
blood of animals subjected to ihe "cold ~tres>"'  clotted 
dt a much slower rate than that of normal animal:. 
This finding suggests that studies :hould also he made 
on human;- under Arctic condition?, since blood clotting 
is of great imjiorti'nce in maintenance of a normal 
phpiologica] stale a.- well a= in guarding against 
severe hemorrhage following injuries or surgerl. It 
was also found that when blood was removed from 
"cold" rabbits. plasma was restored at a normal rate, 
hut red blood cell restoration wa: much dower than 
in normal animals. 

Adaptation and survival 

4 p e a t  deal of folklore ha: been ~ r i t t e n  about the 
behavior and physiologicdl ?late of animals and hurnani- 
under Arrtic condition?. but round -cientific investigation 
of the:e problems- ha, hdrdi} been touched. It is obiious 
thai with the increase in interest and artivitj in Arctic 
repionr- a? d por:iihle battle ground- or as a part in 
global transportation routes and perhaps a: a new 
sourre of natural resources. the problems of adaptation 
and - i i n h a l  become more important. If  we knew whj 
Ijirdi are d ~ l e  to stand harefooted on a cake of Arctic 
ice in sub-zero weather or how arctic squirrel- are able 
to turn off their bodj heat and go to :lcep when the 
going get- tough. we should be a l o ~ i g  wa) toward5 
the solution of problems dealing t\ith ;univaI in the 
Arctic, 
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T H E  

A L U M N I  

S W I M M I N G  P O O L  



A1.TEf.H ALIJMM will have then 
first opportunity to s ~ i m  in the neiv 

Alumni Pool on Seminar Day. April 16, 
when the $150.000 pool is officially dedi- 
cated. 1Jndergraduatea arc already putting 
the pool to good ~ s e ,  aa the pictures on 
these pages indicate. 

The pool measures 60 b j  75 feet, and 
varies in depth from 3 feet to 12 and a 
half feet. It holds 288.000 gallons of 
water. heated to a constant 78Â¡ has night 
lighting. two IOM (1 meter) diving hoards 
and one high ( 3  meter) board. 



STUDENT' LIFE 

T H E  S O P H O M O R E :  H A L F  A M A N  

T HE SOPHOMORE laughed a little bit to himself 
as he gazed through his window at the horrible 

mess in the courtyard below. In the center of the 
jumbled heap were two beds, piled high with clothing, 
linens, spreads, and what have you. Around the outside 
his eyes picked out a chest of drawers, a dozen or so 
pairs of shoes, several desks, countless books, an alarm 
clock, some chairs, some wastebaskets, and some lamps 
-and he was sure there was more, though he couldn't 
make it out from his window. 

Ditch Day had come early this year, he thought. Prob- 
ably the seniors had planned to take their traditional 
day off very early in third term this year, in the hope 
that the lowerclassmen would be caught off guard. They 
had been off pard-for about a half an hour;  then 
the usual sadistic practices had begun. 

Ditch Day was a funny tradition, he mused; at least 
part of it seemed a little strange to him. Sure, it was 
natural enough for the seniors to all take the same day 
off every year, to ditch their classes and head for the 
beach. But it wasn't quite clear to the Sophomore why 
the other guys had to go and make such a mess of every- 
thing as their part of the tradition. 

He wondered how Ditch Day had developed historic- 
ally. When had the first jealous freshman stacked a 
senior's room while the senior was taking his ditch? 
Why had it become the proper thing to do, to use Ditch 
Day as a day of revenge? What the Sophomore really 
would like to do was, instead of going around stacking 
the seniors' rooms, to take off for the beach with them. 
Sort of an All-School Ditch Day instead of just for the 
seniors. 

Still, it wasn't that he hadn't enjoyed his part in 
the sadism. He had helped fill the oil drum with water 
in the former ASCIT president's room, and had helped 
empty a dozen vacuum cleaner bags full of dust onto 
the floor of another unlucky senior. It certainly was a 
good way to blow off steam. 

He was a little bit jealous of the guys in Fleming 
who had dreamed up the neatest stunt in years. He 
hadn't actually seen it, but from what he had heard, 
they had rotated one senior's room through ninety de- 
grees! The bed and desk and chair were propped up on 
the wall. Paintings and wall decorations were now on 
the floor and ceiling. The floor lamp had been set on 
its side, and even the light switch had been transplanted. 
The door even had been taken off its regular hinges and 
hinged at the top (or bottom, he forgot which). You 
could just walk into the room (so he had heard) and 
lie down on the floor, and it looked like you were stand- 
ing up. It had really been an inspired job. 

Third term certainly had arrived. The sun was shining 

every day, almost, and the smog wasn't usually enough 
even to irritate your eyes. The air was getting hot, and 
the classrooms were getting warmer and the classes 
drowsier. It was always hard for the Sophomore to stay 
attentive through two or three hours of classes in the 
mornings, but it was impossible now-and that was a 
sure sign of spring. Another sign was the slowly in- 
creasing number of wet spots on the concrete, where pre- 
mature waterfights, forerunners of the full-scale wars 
of the next few weeks, had spent themselves. 

Probably the best sign of all was the faint shade of 
brown that was beginning to show on the faces of the 
undergrads. Almost everyone had been to the beach a 
few times now. There was a bright red face at the din- 
ner table almost every night, sported often by one of 
those confident "I-never-burn-I-only-tan" people who 
characteristically end up burning brightest of all. 

The Sophomore stepped back from the window and 
looked around his room, which was not quite the sham- 
bles that the courtyard was, but was hardly a model 
of good housekeeping. He noticed the house social pro- 
gram that was pinned up on the wall next to the door, 
and reminded himself to get on the stick and get some 
girls lined up for the fabulous round of third-term 
parties. 

It's April already, he thought with a start. April of 
my sophomore year. Two more months and my college 
days are half over! What was going to be next? He 
sympathized with the seniors, who were thinking two 
more months and it's all over, all of it-except for the 
ones for whom grad school might provide a short-term 
extension of their college life. But he'd just left high 
school a few months ago, it seemed like. and now college 
was half gone. If a high-school graduate is a boy and 
a college graduate is a man, then I'm half a man now, 
he smiled to himself. Half a man. What will I be like 
in two more years? he wondered sleepily. 

Hey, he thought, snapping out of it, if I'm going to 
Little Corona tomorrow I'd better knock off that calculus 
homework. 

The last thing he wanted to do! He wanted to go 
down to the courtyard and sit and talk, or read a maga- 
zine in the lounge, or call up his girl, or just sack out, 
or something-anything except that homework. 

Serves me right for wanting to get an education, hp 
thought with a forced grimness. He sat down at his desk 
and pulled down his book, and then stopped to gazp 
out the window at the evening sky one last time. 

Two years and I'll be a man, he thought again. Let's 
make 'em good years. 

Resignedly he started in on the hated homework. 
-Marty Tangora '57 
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A biologist examines the direct evidence 

that life does exist on M a r s ~ a n d  comes 

to an intriguing conclusion. 

by FRANK SALISBURY 

T H E  I N H A B I T A N T S  O F  M A R S  

A RE THERE MARTIANS? Are there entities on the 
planet Mars which, according to our standards, 

possess life? Certainly, of all the objects which an as- 
stronomer may directly observe with his telescope, Mars 
is the only one with an environment even remotely 
enough related to our own to possess life at all as we 
know it. Mercury is as hot as a furnace on one side and 
as cold as space on the other. Venus has no water, and 
its surface is probably subjected to constant sand blast- 
ing. The planets beyond Mars are frozen wastes with 
atmospheres containing large amounts of astringent 
gases such as ammonia and methane. Most of the satel- 
lites of the solar system planets have no atmospheres (nor 
does Mercury), and beyond the solar system the suns 
the astronomer sees appear only as points of light, and 
planets which might support life can only be inferred. 

If there are Martians, what are they like? Are they 
extremely small and simple, comparable to earthly bac- 
teria, algae or lichens? Or do they possess reflective in- 
telligence, comparable to that of man? Certainly, the 
only way to obtain answers to such questions would be 
to build a rocket ship and fly to Mars. Since this isn't 
being done at present, everyone is left to his own specu- 
lations. 

Speculation can be lots of fun, both to read and to 
indulge in. As a framework for logical speculation about 
the possibilities and characteristics of Martian life, one 
should have all the known facts regarding the Martian 
environment. But first, to see whether or not any specu- 
lation at all is warranted, let us examine the direct evi- 
dence that life does exist on Mars. 

The direct evidence for life on Mars is easily seen 
even with a small telescope. When it is winter in the 
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southern hemisphere of Mars, the planet appears as a 
reddish disc with a brilliant white polar cap covering the 
south pole (the top pole, as the inverted image appears 
in the telescope). Some rather faint brownish markings 
extend irregularly from the polar cap to, and slightly 
beyond, the Martian equator. As spring arrives in the 
Martian southern hemisphere, the polar cap begins to 
recede, and the brownish areas begin to become bluish- 
green, and finally, in summer, after the polar cap has 
completely disappeared, these areas are quite green. In 
the fall the areas become brown again, and the cap be- 
gins to appear. The colors involved in these changes are 
strongly reminiscent of the changes seen in earthly vege- 
tation as the seasons succeed one another. The colored 
areas are not static from year to year, but change in 
both size and shape. Observation in the summer of 1954 
revealed a fairly large area which had not previously 
been seen. 

In the spring the markings first become green in the 
area nearest to the polar cap, and the greening then pro- 
gresses away from the pole and toward the equator, 
rather than from the equator toward the pole as on 
earth. This striking fact implies that the melting of the 
polar cap is a direct cause of the change of color in the 
markings, rather than merely coincident with it, both 
phenomena being the result of the general increase in 
temperature. 

All of the above features have been photographed, and 
their reality is accepted by everyone. Of a more contro- 
versial nature, however, are the so-called Martian canals. 
Since 1877, when the Italian observer, Giovanni Schia- 
parelli, published a map of Mars showing the planet 
covered by a network of fine lines (which he called 



canali, probably for want of a better term), many ob- 
servers have confirmed his observation and many others, 
equally well trained, have denied that such markings 
exist. 

Professor Percival Lowell has been, perhaps, the 
greatest champion of the canals. To detect the canals, it 
is said that the "seeing" must be exactly right; that is, 
that the air above the observatory must be perfectly 
clear and still. To obtain these conditions, Lowell estab- 
lished the Lowell Observatory in Arizona, around the 
turn of the century. After many years of patient ob- 
servation by him and his co-workers, a map was publish- 
ed showing 700 canals on the surface of Mars. Many of 
the canals were double lines, and often at the intersec- 
tion of two such sets of canals there would be a small 
green area, which Lowell called an oasis. 

Lowell gradually developed an extensive hypothesis 
relating the canals to intelligent life. The oases were said 
to be Martian cities, surrounded by farms, and the 
canals, which varied in width from a few to many miles, 
were actually farms located along Martian waterways 
extending from the polar cap to the equator and be- 
yond. Lowell reported that the canals, as well as the 
other areas, became green in the spring, starting at the 
pole and working toward the equator. 

The problem of the canals 

Few people nowadays agree with the theories of 
Lowell. Although the canals have been seen by many 
people and some of the major ones seem to be present 
on some of the best photographs of the planet, no one 
claims to have seen all 700 described by Lowell. Fairly 
plausible explanations have been advanced to account 
for them on some basis other than that of intelligent life. 
Some consider them to be optical illusions. Others sug- 
gest that they mark boundaries between unlike areas. 
Certainly the problem of the canals is far from solved. 
Perhaps the strongest evidence against the sort of civili- 
zation proposed by Lowell is found in the description of 
the Martian environment given below. 

Whatever the significance of the canals, the facts con- 
cerning the green areas are well established and are 
very difficult to interpret under any other hypothesis ex- 
cept that they represent l i f e~probab ly  vegetation. No 
one has been able to think of a chemical which would 
change color. as do the green areas, with slight increases 
in relative humidity. Dean B. McLaughlin, astronomy 
professor at the University of Michigan, suggests that 
the areas consist of volcanic dust, which is green be- 
cause of the lack of oxygen, and are blown around and 
made more visible each spring as the Martian winds in- 
crease. (Shades of the March Winds! ) 

This would account for the changes in size and shape, 
and windrows of volcanic dust might account for the 
canals; but why should the areas turn brown in the fall, 
and why should the greening progress from the poles 
towards the equator in the spring? Furthermore, astron- 
omers often see clouds of yellow dust from the red and 

yellow deserts blowing across the face of the planet. If 
the green areas consist of green volcanic dust, why isn't 
it seen blowing across the planet and why hasn't the 
yellow dust covered the green areas? The best hypothe- 
sis still seems to be that the green areas consist of Mar- 
tian vegetation, able to "grow through" the yellow dust 
which is often deposited upon it. 

Life like ours? 

Could the Martian environment support a type of life 
akin to our own? The Martian soil probably would be 
suitable. Dr. Gerald P. Kuiper of the University of 
Chicago concludes from spectral studies that the red 
deserts consist of igneous rock, possibly felsitic, or 
something similar. (The red color was long thought to be 
due to large amounts of iron oxide,,but Kuiper's studies 
failed to bear this out.) This rock, as well as most other 
related materials, would be a perfectly suitable sub- 
strate for plant growth. 

The atmosphere, however, is much more critical than 
the soil for life as we know it. The polar caps are almost 
certainly ice (rather than frozen carbon dioxide-dry 
ice-as has been suggested), although they may be only 
a few millimeters thick. Clouds are occasionally seen 
in the atmosphere, and they have the spectral character- 
istics typical of earthly clouds consisting of minute par- 
ticles of ice. Indeed, the thin haze which covers the planet 
almost all of the time may consist of fine ice crystals, 
which would give the Martian sky a brilliant white ap- 
pearance-making the sun almost invisible. As the morn- 
ing twilight zone crosses the planet, a narrow white line 
can be observed which disappears as soon as it is in 
the direct rays of the sun. This is probably frost on the 
surface of the planet. 

All of these facts indicate that water must be present, 
but, so far, no vapor has been detected in the Martian 
atmosphere. Because of the large amounts of water in 
our own atmosphere, the problem of observing water in 
the atmosphere of Mars is very difficult. None the less, 
our methods are sensitive enough to show clearly that 
the atmosphere of Mars, by our standards, is very dry. 
So dry indeed, that liquid water must exist, if at all, 
only in areas immediately adjacent to melting ice 
crystals. 

Carbon dioxide does occur in the atmosphere of Mars. 
There is probably about twice as much above the surface 
of Mars as there is above the surface of the earth at 
sea level. Oxygen, on the other hand, has never been de- 
tected in the Martian atmosphere. Once more, we are 
limited by the methods available, but the most optimistic 
upper limit set by astronomers for the amount of oxygen 
present is still far too low to support animal life as we 
know it on earth. This one fact throws into very serious 
doubt all the inferences of Lowell about intelligent ani- 
mal life. 

The total amount of atmosphere on Mars can be 
roughly estimated, and carbon dioxide, the only gas so 
far detected, is not present in nearly large enough quan- 
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More jobs - through science 
From the earth, air, and water come new things for all of us-and new jobs 

THE ELEMENTS OF NATURE are a limitless frontier, a con- 
tinuing challenge to science. Out of them, scientists are 
developing new materials that benefit us all in many ways. 

A CHEMICAL A MONTH - The scientists of Union 
Carbide, for example, have introduced an average of 
one nem chemical per month for over twenty-five years. 

Some of these have led to the gowth of important 
industries, such as plastics and man-made textiles. This, 
in turn, has meant more opportunities, more jobs- in 
construction, manufacturing, engineering and sales, as 
well as in research. 

IN OTHER FIELDS, TOO, the people of Union Carbide 
have helped open new areas of benefit and opportunity. 
Their alloy metals make possible stainless and other fine 
steels; the oxygen they produce helps the sick and is 

essential to the metalworker; their carbon products serve 
the steelmakers and power your flashlight. 

PROGRESS THROUGH RESEARCH-Union Carbide has 
23 research and development laboratories constantly 
working in major fields of science to continue this record 
of product development-and more jobs through science. 

FREE: Learn how ALLOYS, CARBONS, GASES,  CHEMICALS, 
and PLASTICS improve many things that you use. Ask for 
the 1955 edition of "Products and Processes" booklet E-2. 

UNION CARBIDE 
AND C A R B O N  CORPORATEON 

3 O E k b T 4 2 N D  S T R L L T  N E W  Y O R K  1 7 ,  N. Y. 

In Candda: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED 

LCC's Trade-marked Products include 
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Â JET IGNITIO 

T HE tough job of lighting a match in atornado will 
give you some idea of the problem of firing a jet 

engine on the ground. Even more difficult is refiring the 
engine in flight should a flame-out occur-especially at  
high altitude. 

Up there you not only have to reckon with low- 
volatility fuel but with rarefied air rushing through 
your engine a t  super-hurricane speed. Here, you can be 
certain, is a mixture that violently resists igniting! 

Our Scintilla division at  Sidney, N.Y., developed a 
special ignition system with the answer: a super-spark 
hot enough to fry a rock and of sufficient duration to 
fire and refire jet engines quickly. I t  has worked so 
successfully that, today, Bendix-Scintilla? Jet Ignition 
Systems have been selected as standard equipment by 
most of the leading jet engine manufacturers. 

Nation's Foremost Source 

Bendix-Scintilla is known to engine people everywhere 
as the nation's top source of supply for ignition equip- 
ment. Most military planes rely on our ignition, and we 
doubt if you can ride on a commercial airliner that isn't 
sparked by Bendix-Scintilla. Your power lawn mower, 
farm or garden tractor or outboard motor may have 
one of our many types of magnetos developed for such 
applications. Leading automotive manufacturers experi- 
menting with turbojet engines in passenger cars, trucks 
and buses are using Bendix-Scintilla Jet Ignition. 

Continual research and years of practical field oper- 
ation have fitted us to anticipate and solve ignition 
problems; and that's why engine manufacturers, seeking 
advice, talk to Bendix-Scintilla people. 
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M A R S  . . . CONTINUED 

tities to account for the total amount of gas. Argon must 
be present, as it is produced in fairly large amounts from 
the radioactive decay of an isotope of potassium. The 
principal gas is thought to be nitrogen, but no method 
is known by which this assumption could be directly 
tested. A fair estimate of the composition of the Martian 
atmosphere would be: 0.3% COz, 4.0% A, and about 
96% Nz. The atmospheric pressure is probably equal to 
about .10 to .20 atmospheres as measured on earth. 

The average maximum temperature on Mars seems to 
be from 0' C. to about 16' C. In the green areas, near 
the equator and in the Martian summer, the temperature 
may reach 30' C. in the middle of the day. The night 
temperature may drop as low as -10O0 C., and is al- 
ways very much below freezing. 

A factor of great importance in consideration of life 
on Mars is the ultra-violet radiation which strikes the 
surface of the planet. The ice-crystal haze and the carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen of the atmosphere allow most of 
the ultra-violet light from the sun to reach the surface. 
On earth the ozone layer of the upper atmosphere is the 
primary agent which filters out this ultra-violet radia- 
tion, but ozone has not been found on Mars. 

The Martian environment 

Thus the Martian environment can be summed up as 
follows: The atmosphere contains considerable carbon 
dioxide (0.3% compared to 0.03% in our atmos- 
phere) and nitrogen, but very little water or oxygen. 
The temperature has a great daily variation from far 
below zero to somewhat above freezing. Because of low 
atmospheric pressure, a dry atmosphere, and a normal- 
ly frigid temperature, water does not commonly exist as 
a liquid, but only as a solid or a gas. Ultra-violet radia- 
tion strikes the surface almost with undiminished inten- 
sity. There are seasonal variations in climate and rather 
frequent storms of yellow dust. Mars is an extremely 
cold, extremely dry desert. 

Nothing exactly comparable to this environment oc- 
curs on earth. Of course our atmosphere differs greatly 
in composition from that of Mars, and only small 
amounts of radiation strike the earth. Even temperature 
and moisture conditions are not duplicated on earth. On 
earth, where it is very dry, it is also very hot, and where 
it is very cold, it is also very wet, at least for part of 
the year. Yet in spite of the striking differences between 
the environments of the two planets, conditions on Mars 
more nearly approach conditions on earth than do the 
conditions found on any of the other planets. 

Could earthly vegetation survive in an environment 
like that of Mars? On Mars most of the familiar plants 
would perish immediately. Astronomers, however, have 
considered the possibility that lichens might survive the 
Martian climate. Lichens are a sort of symbolic "double 

plant," consisting of an alga (which photosynthesizes) 
and a fungus, which seems to help in water storage) with 
their cells in intimate contact. They are the little green, 
brown, or reddish patches seen on rocks. They are found 
in the coldest, driest, and highest places on earth. As- 
suming that Martian plants contain less than half as 
much water as plants on earth, and taking into account 
the total amount of water on Mars, it has been estimated 
that Martian plants, from their area on the planet and 
their water content alone, could be at most a fraction 
of a millimeter high. The patches of lichens seen on 
rocks are often less than a millimeter thick. The infra- 
red reflection spectrum of the green areas on Mars is 
nearly the same as the infra-red reflection spectrum of 
earthly lichens. The spectrum, however, is lacking in 
detail in both cases, probably because of lack of water, 
and certainly no definite conclnsions can be drawn from 
such data. 

Martian plants 

In the opinion of this author, there are two striking 
differences between lichens as we know them on earth 
and the green areas of Mars. First, the completeness of 
cover of the grass areas is hard to reconcile with the 
lichen growth habit. For an area to appear green, the 
cover must be very nearly complete, as in our forests. In 
our deserts, a distant hill may appear barren, although a 
fair percentage (perhaps 30 percent) of its area may be 
covered by plants. There are lichens in the desert, but 
their detection requires careful examination; they are 
never a conspicuous part of the landscape. In the far 
north they do form a complete cover, but during at least 
a part of the year they have a super-abundant supply of 
liquid water, a circumstance far different from condi- 
tions on Mars. 

Second, the rate of change of size, shape, and color 
of the Martian green areas is many times greater than 
would be expected if these areas consisted of lichens like 
those found on earth. The thin, flat type of earthly lich- 
ens (those which fit the calculated size range of Martian 
plants) is extremely slow-growing. Erosion can be esti- 
mated from the line of lichens on a rock above the soil 
level, for the lichens may extend their area only a frac- 
tion of an inch in a century. Of course some earthly 
lichens grow more rapidly than this, but they occur only 
in moist places, as on the trees of a rain forest or on 
the soggy tundra of the north. Lichens do change color 
as their moisture content changes (becoming brown in 
summer as they dry),  but it would seem unlikely that 
the slight change in relative humidity which seems to 
cause the color changes on Mars would be sufficient to 
bring about such a color change in earthly lichens. 

On earth, the continuance of life is absolutely depend- 
ent upon oxygen. There are organisms that are able to 
live in the absence of okygen, but if all life on earth 
consisted of such organisms, the processes of decay could 
never be complete. Dead organisms would pile up until 
essential nutrients such as carbon were no longer avail- 
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able but were all contained in these dead remains, and 
then life would stop. Decay is an oxidation reaction, and 
although various stages of it take place in the absence 
of oxygen, oxygen must ultimately be present or the pro- 
cess will come to a halt. Thus it is highly short-sighted 
to suggest that Martian plants live by an anaerobic 
metabolism. Most plants on earth, including lichens, 
require oxygen, as do virtually all animals. 

Dr. Hubertus Strughold, head of the department of 
Space Medicine at Randolph Field, Texas, in a recent 
book, The Green and Red Planet, suggests that the key 
to this problem is the "internal atmosphere" found 
within the plant body. Oxygen produced in photosynthe- 
sis would be trapped in the inner spaces and used in 
respiration. It is, however, rather difficult to imagine 
how an internal atmosphere could contain one gas (oxy- 
gen) without allowing its escape and yet allow another 
gas to enter (carbon dioxide). Certainly the plants on 
earth from which this model was taken have no such 
mechanism. Nor does the "internal atmosphere hypothe- 
sis" explain how the decay organisms might obtain 
oxygen. 

Perhaps the most serious problem of all concerns the 
ultra-violet light striking the surface of Mars. This type 
of radiation, at such high intensty, would probably be 
fatal to most things living on earth, at least after an ex- 
tended period of time. 

Lichens could be subjected to an artificial Martian 
environment in the laboratory to see if they could sur- 
vive the rigors of Mars. It would seem, however, to the 
present author, that even in the absence of such tests, we 
might be quite certain that earthly lichens transplanted 
to Mars could not produce the effects described above. 
Indeed, they would probably not survive for long. 

A new type of life? 

The conclusion of this discussion, then, is that earthly, 
vegetation-even lichens-could not survive the Martian 
climate, let alone flourish and expand in the manner de- 
scribed by many careful observers such as Lowell. Cer- 
tainly the oft-painted picture of Martian lichens strug- 
gling for existence on a dying planet does not seem to 
convey a true representation of the Martian green areas. 

Hence. since speculation is free, we may be justified 
in postulating an entirely new type of life. We might 
assume, in our Martian biochemistry, that nitrogen in- 
stead of oxygen plays the active role in energy transfer. 
Various soil bacteria on earth oxidize nitrogen from am- 
monia to nitrite and then to nitrate, and derive energy 
from so doing. Martian biochemistry would certainly 
involve the many compounds of carbon, as does our bio- 
chemistry, for there is ample carbon in the atmosphere 
( C O z ) .  Martian photosynthesis might use red and blue 
absorbing pigments (which appear green, as does chloro- 

phyll), but it might involve the formation of carbon- 
nitrogen bonds as well as carbon-carbon bonds. The 
medium of reaction might be water, as it is on earth, or 
it might be some other compound which remains liquid 
at much lower temperatures ( a  sort of protoplasmic anti- 
freeze-synthesized by the "plants" themselves) . 

The fact that the areas become green in the Martian 
spring nearest to the melting polar cap indicates that 
water is of distinct importance to the Martian vegeta- 
tion, but it may act in a limiting way &s a growth regu- 
lator rather than as a primary solvent. In our oceans, 
when some disturbance in the current brings water fforn 
depths, the concentration of critical elements such as 
phosphorus and nitrogen may be increased, and the re- 
sult is a rapid growth of the sea flora and fauna. Per- 
haps, in an analogous manner, the slight increase in 
relative humidity of the Martian atmosphere, caused by 
melting (or subliming) of the polar cap, provides the 
few molecules of water required by the Martian vegeta- 
tion to flourish in the Martian spring. 

Perhaps the compounds involved in Martian biochem- 
istry are relatively stable to ultra-violet radiation, or 
they are protected by screening pigments on the surface 
of the organisms. Indeed, important reactions may oc- 
cur through absorption of ultra-violet radiation, such as 
the production on earth of vitamin D from certain 
sterols. 

No precedents 

Our knowledge of biochemistry rests upon the study 
of earthly enzymes produced under earthly conditions, 
and hence there are no real precedents known to us for 
a synthesis of a new biochemistry. One might consider 
a biochemistry with the oxidation and reduction of sul- 
fur as its basis, or perhaps manganese is responsible for 
certain phases of energy transfer in Martian protoplasm. 
On earth this element is lethal in doses larger than trace 
amounts, but such trace amounts are essential for life! 

The idea of water as a growth regulator rather than 
a primary solvent has some rather interesting implica- 
tions. The calculation of the size of Martian plants based 
on their water content would no longer be valid. Plants 
much larger than one millimeter might be found, and 
animal-like organisms having locomotion would not be 
out of the question. They might obtain "vitamin HaO" 
from the plants! Even intelligence is conceivable, and 
Lowell's canals could have some of the significance which 
he tried to attach to them. 

Whatever sort of life exists on Mars. it must have an 
ecology. There must be numerous like and unlike indivi- 
duals, struggling for existence with each other and with 
their environment. The complete cover would certainly 
seem to indicate this. Probably all ecological niches are 
filled and natural selection operates in full force. 

Seasonal and secular cycles in the Martian vegetation 
may be observed from earth. A biochemist studying the 
inhabitants of Mars would also study their life cycles, 
and a bio-geochemist would study elemental cycles. If 
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ow to carry 35-ton loads in 
a roll-neck lathe 

The engineers who designed this roll-neck 
lathe were faced with three problems. 1) 
To build a lathe that would cut finishing 
time as much as 75%; 2 )  To build a lathe 
that would give great accuracy and 3) To 
provide great load-carrying capacity as 
well. Their answer was this electronically- 
controlled mill roll lathe. To carry the 35- 
ton loads with a maximum runout of .0003 
and still d o  the job quickly, they specified 
Timkenm tapered roller bearings. 

y TIMKEN bearings have 
high load capacity 

This cross-section of a Timken tapered roller bearing 
illustrates one reason why Timken bearings do  such a 
good job under heavy load conditions. Notice that there 
is full line contact between the rollers and races. It's this 
full line contact that distributes the load over a wider 
area, gives Timken bearings their extra load-carrying 
capacity. 

Want to learn more about bearings 
or job opportunities? 

Some of the engineering problems Timken bearings. And for infor- 
you'll face after graduation will mation about the excellent job 
involve bear ing  applications. oppor tun i t i es  a t  t h e  T imken  
For help in  learning more about Company, write for a copy of "This 
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General Information Manual on Bearing Company, Canton 6, 0. 
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BEARING TAKES RADIAL $ AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION % 
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MA R S  . . . cowwum 

carbon and nitrogen are fixed in photosynthesis. some 
other processes must ultimately free them to the atmos- 
phere. Again it is tempting to think of animal-like form-! 
occupying a position between the autotrophic "plants-' 
which are able to live on minerals from soil and atrnos- 
phere and the organisms of decay which finally release 
these minerals from the Martian biosphere. On earth 
food chains become very complex. How complex are 
they on Mars? 

Plant succession must be a Martian phenomenon a-s 
well as an earthly one. Some forms must be more adept 
at surviving on the undisturbed Martian red deserts than 
others. Indeed, the deserts may be sparsely covered with 
vegetation, as our own deserts are. Some of these forms 
may, by their reaction upon the environment. modify 
conditions so that other species are able to move in. 
The invaders then probably crowd out the pioneer", as 
they do on earth. Eventually a climax is reached iri 
which no other Martian species is able to compete with 
the existing ones, and the resulting environment is quite 
different from the original bare red desert. The color 
and insulating quality of the climax vegetation result 
in significantly higher temperature-!. 4 soil has formed 

in equilibrium with the climate of the region. When 
disasters such a-s severe yellow dust storms wipe out a 
climax population. a secondary succession rr~ust take 
place. 

Specie< distribution is probably correlated with lati- 
tude. topography. etc. Plant (or  animal ) corrirnur~itie~ 
probably result from the control of certain dominants 
and the association of species having common environ- 
mental requirements. 

And what effect would intelligence have upon all 
this? 

It is ir~triguir~g to a biologist to think of life on Mars. 
Would the ecological and physiological principles work- 
ed out on earth today apply there? An earthly biologist 
likes to think of things such as plant succession. photo- 
synthesi'-i, and natural selection as fundamental princi- 
ples of life. Yet they have only been studied under one 
general set of conditions. those of earth. and their uni- 
versal nature can only be inferred. It would be a most 
striking evidence that they are indeed of a fundamental 
nature if such principles were found to apply to the in- 
habitants of Mars as well as to the inhabitants of earth. 
Astronomer, geologist, chemist. and physicist would all 
like to test their theories on another world. but what 
could surpass the enthusiasm of the biologist if he were 
given a chance to examine the inhabitants of the red 
planet in their native habitat? 

You Get SPEED and ECONOMY of Installation with 

INTERLOCKED ARMOR POWER CABLE 

Crescent Interlocked Armor Cable provides a flexible metal-enclosed 
method of wiring for power. Speed and economy of installation are the 
principal advantages of these cables since they can be placed on easily 
hung racks or attached to building surfaces. This eliminates the fitting 
of raceways and cable pulling. On secondary circuits much time required 
in bending and threading conduit can be eliminated. Maximum current 
carrying capacity is secured by the use of the Varnished Cambric 
insulation. 

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO. 
TRENTON, NJ. 
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Superimposed over this man's head is the matrix (or  heart) of KCA Electronic "Memory." See description below. 

CA M a g n e t i c  " M e m o r y "  recalls 
t h o u s a n d s  of f a c t s  in a frac t ion  of a second 
Each dot you see in the squares above 
is actually a magnetic "doughnut" 
so tiny that i t  barely slides over a 
needle point. Despite its size, how- 
ever, each "doughnut" stores away 
one bit of information for future ref- 
erence. And 10,000 of them fit on a 
framework smaller than the size of 
this page! 

Here are the cells of the RCA mag- 
netic "memory" that is the key ele- 
ment in virtually all high-speed elec- 
tronic computers. The greatest signif- 
icance of this "memory" is its ability 
to deliver, in a few millionths of a sec- 

ond, any information i t  holds. 
Almost instantly, an insurance 

company can process a claim. Just 
as fast, a manufacturer with inven- 
tories spread around the country can 
determine what products are making 
money -and where. 

With such "memories," electronic 
computers predict accurately the 
next day's weather for the nation, 
using data on atmospheric pressure, 
temperature, and wind velocity from 
every part of the United States. 

The leadership in electronics that 
created this man-made RCA "mem- 

ory'' is responsible for one achieve- 
ment after another in television, 
radio, radar and other RCA products. 

1 WHERE TO, MR. ENGINEER? I 
RCA offers careers in research, 
development, design, and manu- 
f a c t u r i n g  fo r  eng inee r s  w i t h  
Bachelor or advanced degrees in 
E.E., M.E. or Physics. For full 
information, write to: Mr. Robert 
Haklisch, Manager, College Re- 
lations, Radio Corporation of 
America, Camden 2, N. J. 

CORPORATION OF AIVIERICA 
E L E C T R O N I C S  F O R  L I V I N G  
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T H E  M O N T H  A T  G A L T E C H  

Fisher Award 

D R .  FRNFST H. SW IFT. Caltech JJrofeqqor of h a -  
lytical Oherni~trv. received the $1.000 Fisher Awarri 

I Anal! tical Chemiqtri a t  the spring meeting of the 
American (chemical Society in Ci'winriati on April 2. 

The award. whirh wa- annonnced last fall  (E&.q- 
October ' 54 ) .  i= ~pon'-ored hy the F i q h ~ r  Scientific 
Comparq of Pitt-hnrgh. and is a i l en  annually "to 
recognize and encourage oiit-tanrling contribution= to 
the science of anal! tical chemistry. pure o r  applied -- 

carried out in the United State? o r  (Canada." 
4 rnernlwr of the Calterh farni t )  for ,251 years. Pro- 

fessor Swift i =  recosnized a ?  one o f  the greatesi living 
analyticill chemi~tq and the \\orld'-' leading authority 
on the use of phyico-rhernical principal" for chemical 
analyqi=. 

4n official investigator fo r  the Offi(*e of Scientific 
Research and Development dnriri";'orld W a r  11. Dr. 
Swift worked on problems related to the identification 
of chemical warfare agents and their detection in the 
field. He also helped develop a rompreheriqive qvqtern 

of chemical analv-is f o r  iii-r t11 4rmv chemical labora- 
torie- in the field. More rerenth tie ha '  pionerred in 
the (leu'loprnent of coiilornetrir i~ialyciq--the use of an 
electric current to detect arid mea-lire chemical element- 
- and is recognized a" the f n r ~ m r i ~ t  authority in  this 

field. 
Dr. Siiift received the RS degree from the l1nivrr'-it! 

of Virginia i n  1918 and the MS and PhD at (.alterti. 
He joined the Caltech faculty a= an inctrurtor in 1920 
and w , i s  n p m d  Profeq'-or of 4rialytical Cherncitrv in 

1Q 13. 

Honors from France 

T HE REPUBLIC OF FRANCE has awarded two new 
honors to Dr. Theodore \on  harman.  Caltech f r o -  

fe=sor of 'Veronautir~ Emeritus. For  many >ear"  i3 

corre=priridirig member of the French 4ca(!rniv of  
Sciences. Dr. vori k a r m a n  has  now been elected a 
full foreign member of the 4c*tdernv. HP i= one of 
n n h  1 4  t ion-Fri~nch ccieritiqt? so honored. He ha" also 

S I T  B A C K  A N D  R E L A X  

Let Calmac Manufacturing Company 
Worry About 
Your Metal Parts and Products 

We have the most modern facilities and most 
complete plant  to  give you the maximum o f  
service, whether it i s  a small part, a large part, 

or a product from your ideas to the shipped article 
direct to  your customers, under your name, from 

our plant. 

CALMEC MANUFACTURING CO. 
Robert 4. MrIntyre. M.S. '38 KIrnball 6204 
5825 Distr id  BlvrL 1-0s Angeles 22. Calif. 
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minimizes groundreflections, approximates free space. 
Pattern integrator, highgain am liner, square root 
amplifier and logarithmic amplifier shown in picture 
are of Lockheed design. 

Research Engineer Russell Lowe measures dynamic 
strain applied by Lockheed's 500,000 Ib. 
Force Fatigue Machine on test specimen of 
integrally-stiffened Super Constellation skin. 
The Fatigue Machine gives Structures 
Department engineers asignificant advantage 
In simulating effect of flight loads on a 
structure. Among other Lockheed structures 
facilities are the only shimmy tower in 
private industryand largest drop test 
tower in the nation. 

dvanc'ed 

Jim Hang, Aerodynamics Division head, discusses results 
of high speed wind tunnel research on drag of 
straight and delta wing plan forms with Richard 
Heppe, Aerodynamics Department head (standing), 
and Aerodynamicist Ronald Richmond (seated 
right). In addition to its own tunnel, Lockheed is 
one of the principal shareholders to the Southern 
California Cooperative Wind Tunnel. It is now being 
modified for operation at supersonic Mach numbers. 

Lockheed's unmatched research and production facilities help make 
possible diversified activities in virtually all phases of aviation, 
military and commercial. 
They enable engineers to test advanced ideas which would remain 
only a conversation topic in firms lacking Lockheed's facilities. 
They help give designers full rein to their imagination. They make 
better planes - and better careers. 
Engineering students interested in more information on Lockheed's 
advanced facilities are invited to write E. W. Des Lauriers, 
Lockheed Student Information Service, Burbank, California. 

A I R C R A F T  C O R P O R A T I O N  

alifornia 



T H E  MONTH . . . coNT1w.m 

been elevated to the highest rank of the French Legion 
of Honor -that of rornniander. He &as rriade an officer 
of the Legion i r ~  1917. 

Dr.  wri Karrnan ha-; been rhairnian of th r  \fivi=or\ 
Group for  Aeroriautical Reseairh arid De\elopnient 
(4(;4RD) of N 4 T O  %inre 1951 mrl chairmari of  the 
Scier~tifir /\dvisorv RoarcI to i h ~  Chief of Staff. ILS. 
Air Force. since 1934. Now in  Pa-adena. he plans to 
return to his J ~ G A R D  fh~tieq in  Paris in mid-April. 

NSF Fellowships 

T W EVrY-POUR Caltec-h student-; have been selected 
t ~ v  the National S r i e r m  Foundation in VS ashinpton 

to receive p d u a t e  fe l lowhips  in  the natural sciences 
for the 1955-56 academic year. Six of the fellows a re  
now Caltech seniors and 18 are  graduate student2 here. 
Sixteen of the 24 plan to continue their viork at  Caltech. 

They Itere chosen on the basis of abilit! as  deter- 
mined b y  wore4 in fellowship examitiationq for qrientific 
aptitude and achievement. academic record. and recorn- 
merldation~. 

aeronautics 
astronomy 
biology 
u s i n e s  mechanics 
chemistry 
economics 
electronics 

C. (;. Parry. THE S T R A I N  G\(.E 
engineering PRIMER ( McGraw - Hill. $6.00 1 

management All technical books are available at 
mathematics 
mechanics 
metallurgy VROMAN'S 
meteorology 
mineralogy 

Technical Book Division 
nucleonics 695 E.  Colorado St., Pasadena 
petroleum 
physics 

SY. 3-1 171 RY. 1-6669 
plastics Industrial Discount Write for 
statistics Inquiries Welcomed Free Catalog 

Oil Properties Consultants, Inc. 
Complete Petroleum and Production 

Engineering Service 
Subsurface Geology Micropaleontology 

Reservoir Mechanics 
Secondary Recovery and Evaluation 

Registered Engineer" 

Petroleum Engineering 
Associates, Inc. 

Complete Laboratory Service 
Core-Analysis PVT * Fractional Analysis 
Florent H. Bailly, '27 Ren6 Engel. Ph.D. '33 
709-71 1 South Fair Oaks Avenue SYramore 3-1156 
Pasadena 2, California Ryan 1-8141 

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT SECRETARY 
K.-nnc t h  r R u w l l  70 Conold S C l ~ k  29 
VICE-PRESIDENT TREASURER 

Vrr r  on ^'-v trr 3: Gccrfe E MO m e s  38 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Willard E Bair?? '23 Philio Crav'tz '29 
Robaft R B*r,'-iett ':.=, r'ouqlis G Kin m a r  "28 
Hugh C C o r - e r  'j? ~ i l l i o m  F N-;?'?!, h '78 

C : h ~ l ~ : s  P Strickland '43 

ALUMNI CHAPTER OFFICERS 
NEW YORK CHAPTER 

P o ~ v t n c h n ~ . ~  I n s t ' t u t r  r.; E":cklvn, RtooYlm, N 1 
Secretary-Treasurer r r o i b  r ~ - i - ~ ~ ' f  i p  
A t t o r n r y .  V-1 Po-1' . - " i c ~ u ~ ,  T̂ Y 

C'il !o r ' , i a  Bc-3rd c f  Cc'i!r:h's?c'i~cn 
Secretary-Treasurer Havii; f t f c ~ ' . i - - ~  "30 
C.ili!r-rn.3 r ' i - i t i cn  of' W+.7.*7 !i, B s i h c  O m - m n i t  

SAN DIEGO CHAPTER: 
chairman- - t ' c T I K ~ ~ - -  P Re:.: 2 j  
3P!(' L1rio! st.,:, . , R a n  r i..>Io r f 

secretary F-cnk I -hr .  0 - , - e ,  ' 1 5  
(..'.:!I! c . ~ ^ ~ t ~ d  V I . - I . ~ - '  .!ir,-.^. f:, .,- 
Pro ram Cha~rman Ec-rr-~:> S Eriq':-mdec ' 7 9  
(.' I t̂ . q!f:rt,-r,i-: ! . , : ko : , r * r> * . ,  
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NARD DA VINCI'S PEDESTRIAN IDEA 

Each time the wheels turned, a bean dropped to a container below the axle. 
Then Leonardo counted the beans and multiplied by the wheel circumference 
to learn how far he'd walked. 

Even New Departure ball bearings couldn't do much for Leonardo's simple 
pedometer. But i f  Leonardo were designing one of today's complex instru- 
ments, he'd call on New Departure for ball bearings. That's because New 
Departures bring about such advantages as low starting torque and even 
lower running friction, precise location of moving parts at all speeds, compact 
design, long life with almost no upkeep. Besides, New Departure's research 
and manufacturing facilities are unmatched. 

No wonder engineers everywhere call on New Departure for the finest in 
instrument ball bearings. 

NEW DEPARTURE * DIVISION O f  GENERAL MOTORS 4 BRISTOL CONNECTICUT 

ALL BEARINGS 

APRIL, 1955 
1 N O T H I N G  R O L L $  L I K E  * Â ¥ A l  

Automatic gram-centimeter torque tester measures starting 
torque characteristics of  New Departure instrument b a l l  
bearings.Like many of the uitro-precise devices used in bearing 
manufacture, this torque tester was largely developed b y  
New Departure 



A L U M N I  N E W S  
Dinner Speaker 

ler's talk on  

ith the accela- 
tion in the rate of economic progress-and the part h i -  
ness management has played in this progress. 
K. L. Minckler joined General Petroleum in 1921. 4 

graduate of the University of Washington, majoring in 
business administration- he worked a- a purser for a 
trans-Pacific steamship line for a time, then camp to 
southern California in  1921 as a cost accountant for 
the Southern California Edisori Co. He progreqsed 

through various phases of accountinp: at General Petrol- 
cum and. ten years after joining the company. was made 
assistant to the president. 

During W orld % ar  11 Mr. Minck l~r  served as Director 
of Petroleum Supply of the Petroleum Administration 
for W ar, with headquarters in W ashington. Returning 
to General Petroleum in 1945, he was elected a vice- 
president in 1947. and became president of the organi- 
zation in 1948. 

Mr. Minckler i-; a director of the Western Oil and 
Gas Association. a director of the American Petroleum 
Institute. a member of the National Industrial Confer- 
ence TSoard. a director of the Amerirar Vanagement A<- 
sociation, and a member of the Board of Governor? of 
the Pacific Oil Institute. 

He is also a Trustee of the California Institute of 
fechnology and of Stanford Uiii\ers"ty (where he is 
a consulting professor of bu~i11e-w management). a di- 
rector of the California State Ch'amber of Commerce, 
the All-Year Club of Southern California, and the Wel- 
fare Federation of the Lo" A ~ ~ p i e ?  area. 

Esser, De f. 1254, ~oboken ,  N.J., for a free book- 
KEUFFEL & ESSER COe let w r a  h Sheets".) corn leteness is one of the 

New Yo& . t b b o k e ~ ~ ,  N. ,I. keys to Z&E leadershi in grafting, reproduction, 
Chicago * St. Louis Detroit u r y n  a d  optic$ tooling equipment and 

San Francisco 10s Angeles Montreal materials, in slide rules and measuring tapes. 

DEEP SEA MONSTERS 
AT THE PICNIC 

At the Annual Picnic, chil- 
dren from 6 to 60 will thrill to 
the antics of Frankie and 
Floyd, trained porpoises that 
jump high out of  the water to 
take their food from the feed- 
er's hand. They wil l  stand 
hypnotized as a deep-sea 
diver descends to the bottom 
of the Oceanarium floor to 
hand-feed giant sea turtles, 
eels and many other fish. 

Save Saturday, June 25, for 
your visit to this fascinating 
watery zoo and for an organ- 
ized picnic with your fellow 
alums, family and friends at 
the Marineland of the Pacific, 
Palos Verdes. The day's events 
wil l  entertain and please the 
entire family, and costs will 
be low-you may bring your 
own lunch, nature provides a 
lovely seaside setting, and we 
get special group rates to the 
Oceanarium. 

See you there! 

Edward P. Fleischer, '43 
Chairman, Picnic 
Committee 
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: F4D, "SKYRAYw- only carrier plane to A4D, "SKYHAWK"-smallest, lightest i RE-66 - speedy, versatile 
. . . Â hold official world's speed record : atom-bomb carrier 0 jet bomber * Â * Â *,**.*... * . . , * . . . . . * * * . * . . * . * . . . * . . . * * * * . * ~ * o * * ~ * $ . * * * * * . . . * . . * . . Â ¥ b * * . * Â ¥ * ~ * ~ * Â ¥ * ~ * o o * Â ¥ Â ¥ * * * * * ~ * * e Â ¥ * o ~ ~ * ~ o * * e *  

. 
Engineers: 
join this 
winning 
team! 

"NIKE"- supersonic missile selected 
to protect our cities 

: 0558-2, "SKYROCKET"- first airplane : . . to fly twice the speed of sound . 
At DOUGLAS you'll be joining a company in which the three top 

executive officers are engineers.. .you'll be associated with men 

who have designed the key airplanes and missiles on the American 

scene today ! Nothing increases an engineer's ability faster than 

working with other engineers of top calibre. 

Not only is Douglas the largest manufacturer of commercial aircraft 

in the world, but it also produces outstanding aircraft and missiles 

for every branch of the armed services ! This diversity, besides 

giving you job security, provides unequalled opportunity 

for the engineer with an eye to the future. 

Challenging opportunities now 
exist in  the following fields; 
Mechanical design 
Structural design 
Power plant installation design 
Weapons delivery 
Aerodynamics 
Thermodynamics 
Electronic computers 
Systems analysis 
Aircraft air conditioning 
Hydraulics 
Stress analysis 
Servo mechanisms 
Acoustics 
Electronics 
Mechanical test 
Structural test 
Flight test 
Process engineering 
Missiles 

Brochures and employment applications are available at your college placement office. 
For further information relative to employment opportunities 
at the Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long Beach, California divisions 
and the Tulsa, Oklahoma division, write today to: 

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 
C. C. LaVene, Employment Manager.. .Engineering General Office 
3000 Ocsan Park Blvd.. . . Santa Monica, California 
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ENGINEERING WRITIN 

Here is an ideal way 

for the engineer or 

physicist with some 

aptitude/or tijritit~y to 

enter the field o f  advanced 

electronics. In this 

relatively new and 

expanding area you can 

make immediate and 

effective use o f  your 

academic training while 

acquiring additional 

experience. 

HUGHES 
RESEARCH AND 

D E V E L O P M E N T  

LABORATORIES 

Hughes Research and Development 
Laboratories are engagedin acontinu- 
ing program for design and manufac- 
ture ofintegrated radar and fire con- 
trol systems in military all-weather 
interceptor aircraft. Engineers who 
produce the maintenance and opera- 
tional handbooks for this equipment 
work directly with engineers and 
scientists engaged in development of 
radar fire control systems, electronic 
computers, and other advanced elec- 
tronic systems and devices. 

Your effort in the field of engineer- 
ing writing through these publica- 
tions transmits information to other 
engineers and technical personnel on 
operation, maintenance and modifi- 
cation of Hughes equipment in the 
field. 

You will receiveadditional training 
in the Laboratories at full pay to be- 
come familiar with Hughes equip- 
ment. Seminars are conducted by 
publications specialists to orient new 
writers. After-hours graduate courses 
under Company sponsorship are 
available at nearby universities. 

SCIENTIFIC AND 

ENGINEERING STAFF 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California 

Photograph a b o w  Enginper  writer J ~ h n  B u r n e t i  (left) 
works with Pnptnecrc Irhn H Haughaviout  (nght) and 
Dondd K ~ n g  to compile handboon. information. 

1924 
Dozigla'i Tellu.right. \'v.e president of 

pii l t l i t  relation6 'it the Pacific Telephone 
and Telegraph ( ornpany in San Francisco. 
ha< htwi appointed campaign chairman 
for the 1955 United Bay Area Crusade. 
Doug wya: "Geo~raphically the campaign 
covers San Franri-co. Oakland. Berkeley. 
Richmond. Marin County. San Mateo 
County. and parts of Contra Coneta Coun- 
ty." The United Crusade raises money to 
meet the needs of the Community Chest. 
Red fross.  and many national health 
ager~riee. 

1925 
T r m y  Atherton claims the reason he 

left Lo< Angeles in  1951 was because he 
couldn't stand the smog and traffic any 
Imger. He is non in Sacramento, working 
as a topographic engineer in the State 
Engineer's Office - his work being con- 
reined mostly with California's cooperative 
mapping program with the U.S. Geological 
Survey. 

1926 
W. Leroy Dixon has heen named presi- 

dent of the Western States Chemical Cor- 
poration in San Francisco. 

1927 
Gustof V .  Hammar. PhD, who had 

been senior supervising physicist in the 
Navy Ordnance Division of the Eastman 
Kodak Company in Rochester. New York. 
died last August after a long illness. 
Dr. Hammar directed a scientific group 
on a variety of Navy problems at  the NOD, 
and was responsible for the development 
of Ektron Detectors, special devices which 
detect certain infra-red rays. Before joining 
Kodak in 1946, Dr. Hammar was head 
of the phy'iicq department a t  the University 
of Idaho, a position he had held for 16 
years. 

1928 
Frank Woe1 i~ enjoying the smog-free, 

r o n p t i o n - f r e e  life, abundant water sup- 
ply. skiing. ramping, and the other vir- 
tues of Redding. California, where he is 
a District Right of Way Engineer with 
the Division of Highway-. Frank"  daugh- 
ter P h y l l i ~  entered the University of 
( alifornia on a scholarship last fall. and 
"on Tom iq now a high who01 wphomore. 

1932 
Robert W. Wilson. PhD '36. Awociate 

Profewor of Zoology at  the University of 
Kansas. in Lawrence. Kanqas. has been 
appointed president of the  Society of 
Vertebrate Paleontology for a one-year 
term. The qociety, the only one of it* 
kind, ha<- an international membership of 
more than 100. Bob. in addition to hie 
tearhing duties at Kansas U., is  associate 
curator of vertebrate paleontology in the 
Museum of Natural Hi~tory .  

Freileruk W. Bov'dfn spent last summer 
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In 1888, the aluminum industry consisted of one company- 
located in an unimpressive little building on the east side of 
Pittsburgh. It was called The Pittsburgh Reduction Company. 
The men of this company had real engineering abilities and 
viewed the work to be done with an imagineering eye. But 
they were much more than that. They were pioneers. . . 
leaders . . . men of vision. 

A lot has happened since 1888. The country.. . the 
company . . . and the industry have grown up. Ten new 
territories have become states, for one thing. The total 
industry now employs more than 1,000,000 people- 
and the little outfit on Smallman Street? Well, it's a lot 
bigger, too-and the name has been changed to Alcoa. 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA . . . but it's still the 
leader-still the place for engineering "firsts". 

APRIL, 1955 



CAN REALLY 

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITIES 

for 

a Aeronautical Engineers 

Mechanical Engineers 

e Electrical Engineers 

Where will you he 5 or 10 years from 
now? Opportunity to really grow awaits 
you now at one of the most talked about, 
young, growing aviation research develop- 
ment companies in  America. 

LOCATE: BUFFALO, N. Y. OR DENVER, COLO. 

N o w  is the t i m e  to get t h e  

L I F E - L . O N G  

HABIT! 
Your tools of tomorrow should 

be your tools of today. When you graduate and start 
upon your own career you will find that the top 
engineers, architects and designers use CASTELL- 
either the famous wood pencil or LOCKTITE Holder 
with 9030 lead. 

CASTELL is smoother, stronger, lays down greater 
depth of graphite on the drawing. It is uniformly 
excellent in all 20 degrees, 8B to 10H. 

You study in a fine school, taught by outstanding 
professors. Does it make sense to work with inferior 
tools? Order CASTELL, world's standard of quality, 
from your College Store, stationer or art supply store. 

ON ALS , comtwm 

in the East as  a member of the General 
Electiir Professors' ( onferenre. Fred. who 
i head of the electrical engineering de- 
partment a t  California State Poly. College, 
in San Idnix Obi-ipo. report" the following 
new- of another alumnil-: 'While in 
Schenectady I had a long visit with 1. I). 
Cohine. PhD '31. He is still doing research 
on arcs-and has also bought a farm. 
on which he ic planting a 'forest'.'" 

Joshua I.. Sntlre. PhD '35. writes: "In 
reporting my activities for the past year, 
the following seem- to cover the situation. 

"1. Continued job ac 4ssociate Pro- 
fe-icor of Geophy-;icc, and Director of the 
Henry Saliatori Laboratory of Geophy+c 
at Stanford University. 

"2. Diiring the summer of '54 I was in 
charge of an engineering job inve~tigating 
foundation condition" for a new rail rroaÃ§ 
I of the Great Salt Lake. Thiq work 
employed the vse of the seismograph and 
offshore techniques, and was done for the 
Southern Pacific Railroad." 

1933 
Fcrdinani! E.  Strauu ic working for 

the General Electric Company in Oakland, 
California, a< manager of the Industry 
Control Department, Oakland Operations. 

He has a high-school-age daughter now, 
hut he'* taking up skiing to see if he's a" 
young as he feels. The Strausses live in 
Piedmont. 

Thonra~  Trrrill is operating the General 
Petroleum Bulk Plant in Orland, Cali- 
fornia. 

Louis H. Cosy has been the city engineer 
and Director of Public Workc for South 
San Francisco cinre 1953. 

1934 
Br+nnt Wvers, an M E  turned rancher. 

reports: "I am operating a 1000-ac re ranch 
in the  Santa Ynez Valley. railing beanq 
and alfalfa-and feed the alfalfa to our 
own feeder cattle in a feed lot here on 
the ranch. My family is  now six: three 
boys and a habv girl, Linda, born a year 
ago. All of uq are enjoying the country 
life and I am trying hard to make it pay. 
Best wishes to all." 

1935 
Robert P. J o n r ~ .  who is ascistant LII- 

perintendent of the Telephone and Tele- 
graoh Division of Standard Oil of Cali- 
fornia. report$ that he attend-- thp Caltech 
weekly alumni lmiih in San Francisco 
fairly often, and withe< that more grad'- 
would turn out. Boh ha" two hoys. Boh 
ir. and rhrih. 

1939 
D m i d  H .  Srott writes from Perth. Wekt 

Viitsralia: "Left rnv pokt as head of the 
Gravity Department a t  the Texa'- Com- 
pany in Houston to take up the poqition 
a s  exploration -uperintendent of Weqt 
Australian Petroleum. Pty., Ltd.. in  411s- 
tralia. This rompany is under the American 
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proper 

The Torrington 

Torrington Needle Bearing 
housing design i s  essential to proper performance 

Needle Bearing 

offers many design and opera- 

tional advantages for a great 

variety of products and equip- 

ment. For example, a Needle 

Bearing has greater rated radial 

load capacity in relation to its 

outside diameter than any other 

type of anti-friction bearing. I t  is 

extremely light in weight. And i t  

is easy to install and lubricate. 

Housing Maintains 
Bearing Roundness 

The housing is an essential part 

of the Needle Bearing assembly. 

Care should be taken to provide 

a straight, round housing bore to 

the recommended tolerances. 

The thin, surface-hardened 

outer shell of the Needle Bearing 

acts as the outer race surface as 

well as a retainer for the rolls. 

This shell assumes the shape of 

the  housing in to  which i t  is 

pressed. Consequently, the hous- 

ing bore should be round, and the 

housing so designed that it will 

carry the radial load imposed on 

the bearing without distortion. 

Housing Material 
Determines Bore Size 

The specified housing bore dimen- 

sions for any given material 

should be maintained in order to 

give the proper running clearance 

------- 

v I l l  I \  1 

Needle Bearings require simple 
housings. I f  the housing bores are 
held to proper size, accurate oper- 
ation and high radial capacity are 
assured. 

1 HYDRAULIC PUMP 

STEERING GEAR 

between the needle rollers and 

the shaft, and to assure sufficient 

press fit to locate the bearing 

firmly. 

When designing housings of 

materials that are soft or of low 

tensile strength, allowance should 

be made for the plastic flow of the 

material when the bearing is 

pressed into place. Bore dimen- 

sions in such cases should be less 

than standard. Needle Bearings 

can be pressed directly into phe- 

nolic or rubber compounds, al- 

though metal inserts are recom- 

mended. 

The new Needle Bearing cata- 

log will be sent on request. 

THE T O R R j N G T O N  C O M P A N Y  

Torrington, Conn. South Bend 21, Ind. 

District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 

NEEDLE SPHERICAL ROLLER * TAPERED ROLLER . STRAIGHT ROLLER . BALL NEEDLE ROLLERS 
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+ Read North American Aviation's e  

"Time, Space, and You"- 
* Â 

a new booklet offering you a l 

* 
more challenging career in the 

e  
a  
e  

fields of Guided Missiles, 
Â 

Rocket Engines, and e 
0 

Nuclear Engineering . . . and an e  
e  

e  
e  opportunity to live in 
e  

-*̂ &i!- 
e %2 Southern California. Send for 

% 

your free copy today. l 

l 

e  
e  
e  
e  
e  
l 

Â 

e e b e * * * * e * e e e e e e e e e e e  

write to: 

DIRECTOR, ENGINEERING PERSONNEL 

M I S S I L E  A N D  CONTROL E Q U I P M E N T  

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, I N C .  

Downey, Los Angeles County, California 

e  Name e  
e  * 
@ Address * * 0 

e  
e  City 

* 
Zen-State e  

* @ e e e * W e * * e e e * e e e e e e * S * * e e e * e e e e e e * * e e e e *  

Otersea's Division of California-Texas Oil, 
arid the offices are situated in Perth. There 
i= quite a prospective oil boom in p r o p  
re's- in Australia, and rather extensive 
exploration i'- lieing planned for the fu- 
tnre. 

"Perth. the capital of West Australia, 
i a beautiful city. laid out on the banks 
of the S x a n  Riwr.  Thi- it the first river 
h e  yeen that dnfin't look and act like a 
rirer. hut instead is more like a serie* 
of curving bay- and inlets. The local rose 
gardens rival those of Pasadena in beauty. 
The Australian people are kind and gen- 
erous and v e r ~  partial to Americans. 

" T h e  Australian bush, which begins 
immediately on ihe outskirts of the city, 
is ttild and beautiful. and much of the 
flora and fauna are peculiar to this rotin- 
try. We hale found out that there are 
really three kin& of kangaroos. The Big 
Boomer, the largest one. ik red, and bounds 
itiout with ereat leap: in the uninhabited 
area-. The Big Grey i'- also a large one. 
and the Wallaby is a smaller version of 
the large grey kangaroo. 

"We've seen emus (which can he de- 
scribed a" a sort of ostrich) and their 
egg?, which the natives consider good eat- 
ing. would make an omelet for 12 men. 
The koala bear" are just like their pic- 
ture-s. owith big kind eyes and patent- 
leathet no~e-i, and they are found in 
euralyptuq groiw all o le r  the country." 

1941 
Same's J. Vonk. MS. pasued the California 

State Bar exam last fall. and was admitted 
to the practice of law in January 1955. 
Finn. who has been employed by the State 
Compensation Insurance Fund, in San 
Francisco. since hi-i separation from the 
Navv in 1945. will 'soon be tranqferred to 
their legal department. H e  ctarted origi- 
nallv in the engirlrering department. 

1942 
Robert F. Hall wa-s recently appointed 

manager of manufacturing: engineering for 
the Linh aviation Company in Bingham- 
ton. N.k. Bob has heen production man- 
ager of thi-i division for the past four years. 

1943 
IT alter F, Rhoadei, MS. has been named 

rice-pre~ident and genera! manager of 
the DeSoto Paint  & Varnish Company of 
Garland, Texas. He was previously clin- 
ical director of the Pacific Paint & Varnish 
( ompany of Beikeley. 

1944 
Clarence J. Voodard, formerly sales 

manager of the Riirker Company in Oak- 
land, hawnow been appointed vice presi- 
d m t  in rharge of -ales and engineering. 

1946 
Carroll W efibrr sends in one brief sen- 

tenre about his recent act i~i t ies ,  aÂ fol- 
1ow-s: ' Carroll Webher i v  learning to weld.'- 
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Vi ta l  l ink between 

paces a l l  mi l i tary and industrial activity 

RADIO COMMUNICATION, oldest of the electronic sciences, has 
long played an important role in the thought-action process; yet 
today it is being called upon for capabilities and performance char- 
acteristics far beyond those afforded by the present state of the art. 

Such demands stem from the basic importance of advanced com- 
munication systems in maintaining American military superiority. 

Recognizing this, The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation is today 
engaged in research and development activities leading to the pro- 
duction of radio communications systems capable of providing the 
information capacity, versatility, range, and reliability necessary to 
insure maximum performance of our weapons systems. 

And yet the challenge is not all military. It is inevitable that the 
application at Ramo-Wooldridge of these advanced modern theories 
and new techniques will lead to significant accomplishments in the 
field of commercial communications as well. 

oldridge Corporation 
8 8 2 0  B E L L A N C A  AVENUE;  LOS A N G E L E S  45, C A L I F O R N I A  

action 

Engineers and physicists 
qualified to undertake ad- 
vanced work i n  systems 
analysis and engineering, 
circuit development, trans- 
mitter and receiver engi- 
neering, modulator devel- 
opment, and propagation 
studies are  inv i ted  t o  in- 
vestigate the opportunities 
existing i n  HF and micro- 
wave communications, data 
transmission, facsimile, and 
allied fields, awaiting them 
a t  Ramo-Wooldridge. 





Western Electric field engineers supervise installation 

of complex electronic equipment made for Armed Forces 

Marco Polo had nothing on Western Electric's 
field engineers. They travel the world to advise on 
use, installation and maintenance of the electronic 
equipment we produce for the Armed Forces . . . 
like radar bombing systems, anti-aircraft fire con- 
trol systems, and the Nike guided missile control 
system. 

Western Electric is called upon to make these 
things because of its vast experience with highly 
complex electronic equipment as the manufactuf- 
ing unit of the Bell System. It's a job that presents 
an unending challenge to our engineering staff. 

F THE B E U  SYSTEM 

Western product and development engineers are respon- 
sible for turning out some 50,000 different items annually 
for the Bell System - everything from tiny transistors to 
giant bays of electronic switching equipment. Shown is 
one stage of transistor manufacture. 



Steel i s  2 to 3 times stronger 
than gray iron 

Steel is  2% times as rigid as 
gray iron 

Steel costs a third as much 
as gray iron 

So products properly de- 
signed in steel can be manu- 
foctured at savings up to 50% 

WHAT MAKES 

OUTSTANDING? 

T 0 be successful, a designer must 
f i rs t  know how t o  develop  

products that are profitable to his 
company. To be profitable, these 
products must meet competition, 
yet be manufactured for low cost. 

By taking advantage of the bene- 
fits of welded steel construction, 
the alert design engineer has un- 
limited opportunities for develop- 
ing new product ideas. He can add 
improvements to present products, 
make them stronger, more service- 
able.  . . while actually reducing the 
cost of production, as in the ex- 
ample shown. 

HOW COST IS REDUCED 

I t  will pay you to keep pace with 
the  newest developments in steel 
design. Latest information i s  in Lin- 
coln Procedure Handbook o f  Arc 
Welded Design and Practice.Write. 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
CLEVELAND 17, OHIO 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT 
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pany of California. has joined Page Oil 
roole. Inc.. as Chief Engineer. The com- 
pany is located in Long Beach. 

1952 
Uougla~ f.'. ilverton enlisted in the 

Army l a ~ t  October, after more than two 
year- with the U.S. Geological Survey. 
After his ha'iir traininp he was re-assigned 
to the Army Language School at the 
Presidio of Monterey, California, and is 
now Â¥-pendin a year learning Russian. 

Darid C. Hanna waq mustered out of 
the 4rmy (after 'service in Korea) in time 
to kpend last Christma~ at  home in San 
Diego. In January Dave and his father 
flcit to the British Isles. met Dave's sicter 
who had been teaching in Europe, and the 
three took off to do a lot of sight-seeing 
in England. Scotland, and Ireland. Last 
iie heard, Dave had bought himself a 
Britkh car ( a  R o ~ e i )  and was getting in 
-ome hkiinp in 'Viwtria before returning 
to h k  former job in New York with the 
Anaconda Wire & ("able Co. 

Leon L. Vickman is in the Guided 
Mi-ile Research and Development Dil i- 
+ion of hug he^ aircraft at Culver City. 
California. Ae staff assistant to the project 

services section head, Leon is directly re- 
sponsible for the routine administration 
of the film. editorial, and script groups 
of the Guided Missile Division. 

1954 
Edward Gauss was married on April 2 

to Virginia Robbins in Ambler, Pennsyl- 
vania. The wedding party included three 
other members of the class of '54, now 
attending Harvard's grad 'school: Jerrv 
Mitchell iias he-it man. and Mark Cher 
and P i l l  Rirhuril's were ushers. Both Ed 
and his wife are in the grad school at the 
University of Colorado and had to cut the 
honeymoon short to return to preliminary 
exams. Ed writes that in April"Popular 
Science will carry my article on ''4 
Geiger Counter You ( an Make" and Radio 
and TV V e w ~  will run my article on a 
gadget for UHF."' 

Gregory 4. Loew. MS. joined the elec- 
trical engineering department at Stanford 
University l a ~ t  September, and is present- 
ly working on a research project concerned 
with noise in mirrowate device-?. while 
'studying for hi, PhI). 

Allan Conrad and Mardene L ~ ~ h i n  of 
Pasadena were married in lannary. 

By simplifying inspection, this Fafnir-developed, slow 
running ball bearing torque tester shrinks the chances of 
error. Unlike some torque testers which require scores of 
readings to produce similar information, the  Fafnir Torque 
Tester requires only one revolution of t he  bearing outer 
ring t o  record such characteristics as  running torque in  
gram-centimeters, bearing defects (if any) ,  where located 
(inner o r  outer ring), and the  presence of dirt  or exces- 
sive eccentricities. 

T h e  development of a better means of measuring instru- 
ment  bearing torque is but one of many Fafnir contribu- 
tions t o  t h e  ball bearing industry. T h e  Fafnir Bearing 
Company, New Britain, Conn. 

FAFNI BALL BEARINGS 
MOST COMPLETE LtNE IN AMERICA 
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1954-Roll-out of America's first jet transport, the Boeing 707 

Progress is a Boeing-career hallmark 

From the earliest days of aviation, Boeing 
engineers have produced an impressive 
number of trend-creating "firstsH-includ- 
ing the 707, America's first jet transport, 
shown above. 

Boeing's 38-year history of Research, 
Design and Production progress has con- 
tinuously opened up new career oppor- 
tunities for engineers. Today Boeing 
employs more engineers than even at the 
peak of World War 11. 

At Boeing you'd work with engineers 
v ho developed: The world's first all- 
metal, 3-mile-a-minute commercial trans- 
port. The first pressurized airliner. Thc 
first effectii e four-engine bomber (the 
B-17). Today's fastest operational 
bomber Cthe six-jet B 47). The ewn  
more advanced B-52 eight-jet global 

bomber, and the 707, America's first jet for five or more years; 25% for 10 or 
transport. Boeing engineers continue to more years, and 6% for 15 or more years. 
design "years ahead," doing research on Here are other advantages: Boeing 
nuclear-powered aircraft. They are also promotes from within and holds r e p -  
developing a new Air Force defense lar merit reviews to assure individual 
weapons system, based on the Boeing recognition. Engineers are encouraged 
F-99 Bomarc pilotless interceptor. These to take graduate studies while working 
long-range programs project Boeing prog- and are reimbursed for all tuition 
ress far into the future. expense. 

one of the stisfaction of Of technical graduates at Boeing, 28% 

Boeing careers is gilen in the chart hold Mechanical Engineering degrees, 

below. It shows that 46% of Boeing 24% Electrical, 19% Aeronautical, and 

engineers have been with the Lompany 9% Civil. The remainder is comprised of 
other engineering graduates, physicists 

^fat! Bf 
and mathematicians. 

$*,",* 

20+ For further Boeing career information 

15i consuh your Placement Office, or write: 

lo+ JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer - Personnel 
s+ Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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"IBMYs a great place 
to work," says 
engineer now in 
his 8th year with 
the company 

"Every year with IBM is 
more challenging than the 
last," says Max E. Femmer, 
Development Engineer at Poughkeepsie. "It was a tre- 
mendous satisfaction in 1952 to help develop IBM's 
outstanding 701 Electronic Computer. Today, our 
projects and our work are even more interesting. Both 
my wife and I think IBM is a wonderful company." 
Mr. Femmer is Technical Administrator of the entire Elec- 
tronic Data Processing Machine Development Program. 

I B M  Introduces 
12 New Products in Year 

The 12 new products introduced in the past 12 months 
dramatize IBM's continuing diversification. 

Ranging from the versatile "Cardatypey'-a major 
step forward in the simplification of office work-to the 
gigantic NORC, the most powerful electronic digital 
computer ever built, IBM's products serve all indus- 
tries plus government and education. 

I B M  building 5 new labs 
By early next year, 1500 members of IBM's engineer- 
ing staff will be working in five new buildings now 
under construction (two sketched above). They will 
lie built at Poughkeepsie. N. Y., and at Glendale, N. Y. 
overlooking the Endicott Valley. 

Ability is quickly recognized 
-and rewarded 

At IBM.  luck of years is no handicap. Frequently, tlie 
soundest creative thinking comes from young minds. 
For example, average age of the engineering team 
that developed the 701, first of IBM's great electronic 
computers, was 28 years. 

WHAT A Y O U N G  ENGINEER 
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT I B M  

IBM is a company on the move! New ideas, new ex- 
pansion create exciting opportunities. 

* IBM has a 41-year record of steady growth. Sales 
have doubled on an average of every 5 years during 
the past 25. 

0 IBM serves all industries, plus government and 
education-diversified, non-seasonal markets free of 
the fluctuations of war and peace . . . your best 
assurance of stability and growth. 

0 Salaries are excellent - with advancement based on 
merit. Benefits include company-paid hospitaliza- 
tion, life insurance and retirement plans. 

NEW I B M  MACHINE AUTOMATICALLY 
TRANSMITS DATA 

OVER TELEPHONE CIRCUITS 
Instantaneous and accurate transmission of engineer- 
ing and research data between widely separated 
computer centers is now a reality, through 
development of the IBM Transceiver. Using 
telephone and telegraph networks, the 
Transceiver duplicates sets of 
punched cards at remote poi 
can be used to link 
plants or branches 
thousands of miles 
apart. 

FOR INFORMATION ON I B M  CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Ask at your College Placement Office for a copy of IBM's 
new booklet "Opportunities Unlimited or write, giving 
details of your education and experience to: 

W. M. Hoyt, Dept. 334 
International Business Machines Corp. 

590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
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B A S I C  REQUIREMENTS 1 
J A N  c"d M L ; p Â ¥ ~ l < - c a t : o ~ '  c ' r -  bcs'c  1 
g u i o e p o s f s  f c r  f -kc3^o-  c a c v a n : e -  

T e n * ,  '-/hethe? us-d a s  enq ;nee r i -g  ' 
r e f e r e n c e  po:'its or <:s ptocuremer '+ 

u a " c o r d s .  iPC s of^;: rmphcs : s  o n  

c s s  proou ' r ' c -  z n d  exac t ; -g  r e sb^g  

o r e s  Sighes* o e r f c r w u - t r  s 'a*idcrds  

of l o*es f  possible  :o?t. 

SPECIFIC E X A M P L E S  

^ E X ,  

ONLY IRC MAKES SO MANY 

JAN AND MIL TYPE RESISTORS 

, . another reason why engineers prefer IRC Resistors 

56 different IRC resistors is today's figure-all equiva- 
lent to JAN or MIL specifications. Manufacturers of 
military equipment who must meet these specifications 
depend on IRC for all their resistor requirements. 
Offering the widest line of resistors in the industry- 
138 different types in all-IRC is the logical source of 
JAN and MIL type units. 

INTERNATIONAL 
RESISTANCE GO.  
401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 

In Canada: International Resistance Co.. Toronto, Licensee 

5 1 



Caltech at Redlands Redlands at Caltech 

April 23- April 23- 

Caltech of Pomona Pomona at  Coltech 

April 30- April 30- 

Occidental at Caltech Conference at  Oxy 

SWIMMING VARSITY TENNIS 

April 15- April 16- 

Caltech at Redlands Caltech at Redlands 

April 20- April 23- 

Whititer at Caltech Pomona at Caltech 

April 29- April 30- 

Occident0 lat Caltech Whittier at Caltech 

May 6- May 7- 

Pomona at Coltech Occidental at Caltech 

May 14- May 13, 14- 

Conference at Caltech Conference at  Pomona 

FRIDAY EVENING DEMONSTRATION LECTURES 
lecture Hall, 201 Bridge, 7:30 p.m. 

April 22- May 6- 

The Production of Nuclear Dollars from Rocks in 

Power- Southern California- 
Dr. Milton Plesset Dr Thane McCulloh 

April 29- May 13- 

Radio Astronomy- The Nature of Sound- 
Dr. Jesse Greenstein Dr. Earnest C. Watson 

OLNEY BROTHERS 
RUG AND FURNITURE CLEANING 

ORIENTAL RUG EXPERTS 

1 312 N. Foothill Blvd. Pasadena 8, Calif. 
Sycamore 3-0734 

I 455 EL DORADO, PASADENA 5, CALIFORNIA 

1 SMITH-EMERY COMPANY 
since 1910 

I Chemists-Engineers 
Chemical and Physical Testing Laboratories 

I 781 E. Washington ~ l v d :  Los Angeles 21, California 
Member American Council of Commercial Laboratories I 

C. E. P. Jeffreys. 
Ph.D. '31 

Technical Director 
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Man-made gems perfect as 
nature's finest - 

created with the aid of photography's keen eye 
Linde Air Products Company measures rare  

elements as close as 2 parts in a million 
with the  spectrograph to  produce 

star sapphires and star rubies more nearly 
perfect than  natural gems. 

wiitime instruments called for millions of synthetic 
jewel bearings. But supplies from Europe were shut off. 
So at Uncle Sam's request, Linde, a division of Union 
Carbide and Carbon Corporation, undertook to create 
sapphires and rubies-with photography filling a role 
in the intricate technology. 

Postwar, Linde went even further. Using the spectro- 
gr'iph, CL photographic instrument so sensitive it can 
n~eaiiuie the chemical content of celestial bodies, they 
found just the right trace of rare element to create a 
deep silky star within the stone and thus achieved the 

fabulous Linde "Stars"-man-made counterparts of one 
of nature's rarest gems. 

This is the way photography is working in small 
companies and large, in laboratories, on production 
lines, in offices and drafting rooms. It is saving time, 
reducing error, cutting costs, improving production for 
all kinds of business and industry. 

Graduates in the physical sciences and in engineer- 
ing find photography an increasingly valuable tool in 
their new occupations. Its expanding use has created 
many challenging opportunities at Kodak, especially in 
the development of chemical processes and the design 
of precision mechanical-electronic equipment. If you 
are a recent graduate or a qualified returning service- 
man, and are interested in these opportunities, write 
to Business & Technical Personnel Dept., Eastrnan 
Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Eastrnan Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 




